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Foreword
\\7E, the students of Western State
Teachers College, on the occasion
of her Silver Anniversary, are happy to
present this issue of the Brown and Gold
as a record of the twenty-fifth year of
growth. May it serve as a constant re
minder of priceless campus friendships,
hi&h academic attainments, and worthy
achievements of a progressive
Alma Mater.
Dedication
T\7E, the students of Western State
Teachers College, respectfully dedi
cate the 1929 Brown and Gold to our
esteemed counselor and true friend,
President Dwi&ht B. Waldo, rejoicing
with him in the Silver Anniversary of
our school and congratulating, him upon
his achievements in his quarter-century
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President
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Earth has not anything to show more fair.
Dull would be he who could pass by





And the thoughts'of youth
are long/, long thoughts.
—Longfellow.
The patter of little feet,
The sound of a door that its opened,
And voices soft and sweet:
—\ongfellozt

Then joust manfully andljoyously
And ve shall be honoured\and held dear.
—Dcschamps
A*• sMWZ<
Wisdom hath bliilded her house.
—Proverbs
Whether it be the heart to/conceive,
the understanding to direct,
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(trades 5 and 6
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School of Library Science.
Paul Randall
Circulation
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sriUfl) as 3rr abUisor for tfir 1928
proton anb <P>olb.
But let my due feet never fail
To walk the studious cloisters pale
And love the high embowed roof.





















































































































































































































































































Men's Glee Club. Manager
Student Council
Music Manager

































Y. M. C. A.




















































































































































































































































































































































































Arts and Crafts Club








































































































































































W. S. T. C. Choir
Glee Club

















































Dirk H. Vande Bunte
Jamestown
A. B. Degree
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Brown and Gold, Ass't
Art Editor
Arts and Crafts Club
Women's Chorus















Women's Glee Club, Vice-
President


























































































W. S. T. C. Choir





























































































A. B. Degree '






Arts and Crafts Club




















































































































Y. M. C. A.
Clara M. Gosch
A. B. Degree







































































































































































Square and Compass Club
Student Council, Auditor


































































Arts and Crafts Club



























































































































































































































































































Y. W. C. A.
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Y. W. C. A.
Early Elementary Club











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































W. S. T. C. Choir
Augusta





























































































































































































































































Square and Compass Club













































































































































































































































































Y. W. C. A.


































































































































Y. M. C. A.
Flint


































W. S. T. C. Choir
1931






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Arts and Crafts Club,
Vice-President
1931






































































































































































































































































Y. W. C. A. Cabinet





















































































































































































































































W. S. T. C. Choir
Women's League Council


























































































































































































































Li la E. Tompkins
A11cyan
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Y. W. C. A.
Country Life Club
Early Elementary Club









































































































































Arts and Crafts Club










Jiie Freshman Council supervises the activities of the Freshman Class. It
places three representatives and its president upon the Student Council to
make certain that its interests are observed there. The council also has charge
of all the social functions during the year.
The membership consists of the four class officers; the president, vice-presi
dent, secretary, and treasurer; and three representatives. The following are the
people who have served on the council during the past year.
Jack Zaremba, Grand Rapids
B. S. Degree; Freshman Class President;
Men's Glee Club; Student Council; W. S.
T. C. Choir; Band, Orchestra
Wesley Merritt, Springfield, Mass.
Music; Freshman Class Vice-President;
Men's Glee Club; W. S. T. C. Choir
Frederick Olsen, Mattawan
Commerce; Freshman Class Secretary and
Treasurer
Margaret Clark, Paw Paw
Senior High; Freshman Class Representa
tive ; Student Council; Academy ; Eldor
ado Club
John Oosterling, Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree; Freshman Class Represent
ative ; Student Council; Men's Glee Club;
W. S. T. C. Choir
Lorraine Boekeloo, Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree; Freshman Class Represent
ative ; Student Council
Page One Hundred Fifty-six
Zuidema, McMillen, Wiles, Harrington, Hern, Goodrich, Miner, Twiss, Oosterling, McElwain
DeKraker, Summerlott, Ayars, Cline, DeLano, Foncannon, Westergard, McCuaig
Sturr, Teikari, Kirby, Elliott, Hawley, Hammond, Prolo, Huggett
N
The Degree Courses
ot much - more than a decade has elapsed since Western granted its first
degrees to a class of seven. Last year one hundred eighty-eight degree
diplomas were hestowed and the enrollment in degree courses is, at the present
time, seven hundred seventy-three. The extent to which the degree curricula
have been elected indicates that the time is not far distant when more students
will be found in these courses than in all special short courses combined. Already
the degree group is by far more numerous than any other on the campus. Re
visions of the curricula are now in process, looking to such organization of courses
that practically all students will, from the first, be enrolled in work that is of
distinctively degree quality. This is in keeping with the development of higher
ideals in public education and such a trend is a tribute both to the discerning







Page One Hundred Fifty-seven
Zacharias, Buege, Bucklin, Dykstra, Foil, Nyhoff, Densmore, Saunders
Musser, Johnston, Arent, Malmstone, Rapp, Elsie, Blue, Smith
Winters, Patterson, Welbaum, Gibbs, Bachelder, Schrump, Moon
Wise, Holaday, Hazzard, Saxon, Robinson, Hunt, Brand
Senior High Department
kUE to the ever increasing educational standards expected of teachers, the
Senior High Department has not been playing as important a role as in
former years. To meet accrediting Standards of the University of Michigan and
also of the North Central Association, High Schools find it increasingly necessary
to hire teachers with Degrees. As a result students with a two year Senior High
Life have only been placed in our smaller High Schools throughout the state.
The Senior High Department covers the problems of teaching in the tenth,
eleventh and twelfth grades. Students who enroll in this work take a general
course but specialize within it. Such majors as Science, Mathematics, English,
Languages, History or combinations of any two of these are common to those
who elect the course.
A feature of the Senior High Course is its adaptability to a degree curriculum.
Due to the fact that nearly all the subjects of the course may be readily applied
on a degree, students often find it convenient and profitable to continue their
work above the two years of the course and get their Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science degree.
Undoubtedly this department will either be enlarged and lengthened or it
will merge into the Degree course. It has a distinct value as yet, however, in




Page One Hundred Fifty-cigm
Palen, Vander Ven, Pierson, Millard, Jensen, Downes, Bouda, Seymer
Medwed, Bushee, Kinney, Hayes, Lacy, Daly, Pettyjohn
Taylor, Sherwood, Layne, Schoonmaker, Winterhoff, Jakeway, Kirkland
Later Elementary Department
The Later Elementary department has about as large an enrollment as any
department on Western's campus. Its work is that of training teachers for
the third, fourth, fifth and sixth grades. These grades represent the transition
period between the Kindergarten and early elementary period (which consists
in a large part in organized play) and the Junior High School with its problems
of adolescent age. The later elementary grades train the child through the early
adolescent period of active childhood. It is an important time in the child's life
in that habits are formed in this period which influence all later teachings.
Courses in Psychology, Education, English, Art and Music and three con
secutive courses in some subject taught in the Later Elementary curriculum are
required of students electing this course. Practice teaching is, of course, con
fined to the four later elementary grades. The remainder of the term hours
required are earned through electives which include a well balanced variety of
subjects.
In that four grades are included in this department and that these grades
are usually the most populous in enrollment in our public schools to-day, the
demand for teachers in this department is unusually great.
ADVISORS
Miss Steele Miss Argauright
Page One Hundred Fifty-nine
a
Haight, Thomas, Watson, McNitt, Haight, Burns, Hinshaw, Bishop
Terry, Bell, Overton, Uecker, McBride, Williams, Harmens, Flint
Hefferan, Oliver, Bailey, Hall, Abel, Brakeman, Crosby, Dozier, Pashby
Jacobson, Hill, Rankin, Bowser, Snyder, Geminder, Cross
Early Elementary Department
TTnterest in the education and guidance of young children is more widespread
JL today than it has been at any previous period. Physicians, psychologists, par
ents and teachers are now studying the problems of the young child with renewed
energy and1 zeal. Scientific studies prove most conclusively that the early years
of the child's life are the most important years for the development of correct
habits and attitudes.
This year, 1929, is a most important one in the life of the Early Elementary
department of Western State Teachers College. It marks the beginning of a
three-year course in this department, the completion of which entitles the student
to the Life Certificate granted by the State of Michigan.
The Early Elementary department in Western State Teachers College is one
of the largest and most active groups in the College. Many worth while activi
ties are carried on, such as buying cots for the Kindergarten room at Richland,
adding money each year to the Fannie Ballon Scholarship Fund, and co-operating
with other agencies of the city in bringing some outstanding speaker to the city
each year to discuss some problem connected with the education of growing
children.
ADVISORS
Miss Campbell Mrs. Phillips
Page One Hundred Sixty
Adams, Thaler, Stetler, Gentzler, Van Voorhees, McCarty, Costello, Carter, Antone
Morris, Burlington, Edmondson, Bigelow, Vosburgh, Mooney, Badger, Carroll
Buttolph, N. Young, L. Young, Jackson, Bicknell, Westbrook, Bray
Home Economics Department
It is the aim of the Home Economics department to develop high standards of
home and family life in all of its phases—food, shelter, clothing and the train
ing and care of children.
A background for such a wide field requires much of art, science, and
economics. As a concomitant, a three-year course is necessary for a life cer
tificate. At present many students are entering upon a full four-year program
toward the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science with a major in
Home Economics.
Students find that this work not only fits them for teaching the culinary
and associated arts, but helps them to earn money while attending college by
planning, cooking and serving meals and teas, doing housework and caring for
children.
The Home Economics department has been proving its worth by placing
nearly one hundred per cent of its graduates in good teaching positions. The
■fact that Home Economics graduates are in such demand should be an added
incentive for those electing the course.
ADVISORS
Miss Schumacher Miss Moore
Page One Hundred Sixty-one
Olsen, Wheeler, Myers, O'Brien, Norlin, Burchett
McCay, Molter, Powell, Bulock, Gregoire, Stanford
Roelofs, Keyes, Belcher, Cline, Roberts
Commerce Department
npHE Department of Commerce was organized at Western State Teachers
JL College in the fall of 1916, at which time a two-year course was offered.
Now, Western offers a three-year curriculum in commercial subjects, granting
a life certificate which may be applied toward either a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor
of Science degree. It is hoped that before many years pass a regular four-year
course in Commerce leading to an A. B. Degree will be offered.
A complete equipment of typewriters, filing cabinets, duplicating machines,
etc., has been provided so that students may have an opportunity to become
familiar with modern mechanical office devices. The course gives a good prepar
ation for business, for in spite of the degree of specialization necessary for the
training of a commercial teacher, it is broad enough to cover the entire field
of business.
During the period of its existence it has grown from an enrollment of a
mere half dozen students to an enrollment of about one hundred twenty-five. At
the end of the present year a class of about twenty-five students was graduated.
Graduates from the Department of Commerce will be found in large proportion
of the commercial departments of high schools throughout the state.
ADVISORS
Mr. Pennell Miss Leighton
Page One Hundred Sixty-two
Backus, Niessink, Crothers, Switalski, Levine, Shirkey
Maikowski, Kowalski, Sanders, Merritt, Willits, Holbrook
Nash, Walker, Feightner, Biddlecome, Beeman, Kamiensky
N
Music and Art Departments
ot only does Western's Music department prepare students to become super
visors of music but it also provides an opportunity for all students to develop
an appreciation for music through regular classroom work, listening to well-
chosen programs, or participating in some of tbe various musical organizations.
There are several of such groups such as the Hand. Orchestra, Glee Clubs, Choir,
and Chorus which have won recognition both at home and on tours and whose
services are in constant demand for many and varied occasions.
Last year the Music department in conjunction with the Chicago Festival
Opera Company presented Verdi's Aida while this year the opera given was
Gounod's Faust, the second time professional musicians had taken the main roles
in a Western musical production.
The Art department does not lag behind the Music in the number of its
accomplishments for the past year. As its membership is made up of those
intending to be designers as well as teachers, considerable latitude is allowed for
artistic expression in the various fields of poster and stage designing, "mural"
painting, and table decorating. The art students have given freely of their time
and ability to aid other organizations and their spirit of cooperation is greatly
appreciated.
ADVISORS
Mr. Maybee Miss Siedschlag
Page One Hundred Sixty-three
Williams, Lewis, Coleman, Weinberg, White, Klaiss, Sapala, Donley, Ehle
Wilson, Calkins, Seekamp, Martin, Gary, McWethy, Doll, Sumerix
Thomas, Davis, Leach, Pintal, Vorenkamp, Rousseau, Flaningam, Smalley
Manual Arts Department
7estern State Teachers College has one of the finest Manual Arts Depart-
ments, if not the finest one, of any of the colleges in Michigan. So noted
has this department become that it has attracted students from all over Michigan
—from the Upper Peninsula to Detroit. Its work is carried on in the fine Atanual
Arts Building with additional work in printing being done in the Barracks.
The Manual Arts course puts the laboratory method of teaching into practice
more nearly than any course offered on the Teachers College campus. It seeks
to correlate theory with practice—an end sought in all education to-day. Its
curriculum includes work in auto mechanics, woodshop, machine shop, mechanical
drawing, printing, farm mechanics, household mechanics and allied and kindred
fields.
The Manual Arts course requires two years for a Life certificate but its
curriculum is so arranged that it meets the requirements toward a Bachelor of
Science degree. It seeks to train and develop students in both the teaching
and practical application of the useful arts.
Members of the Manual Ats department are in great demand by school men




Page One Hundred Sixty-four
Miller, Keim, Wolfe, VanderBrook, Boekeloo, Hamilton, Cherry, Merson, Willitts
Hakes, Burke, Wallace, Andrews, Traut, Henderson, Wiese, Moore
Howell, Downis, Negus, McDowell, Severance, Libens, Slepicka, Creen
Women's Physical Education Department
pE Women's Department of Physical Education at Western State Teachers
JL College has a double function. The first is the training of special teachers
of physical education who will be prepared to teach in every grade from the
first through the high school and college. Particular stress has been laid on
physical education for Women in later years and this department is now firmly
established in our public school system. In this capacity the department has
directed the activities of ninety-five women students during the current year.
Another function of the department is to furnish physical education activities
of many varieties for all women in the college. Through recreative activities, an
attempt is made to help the student appreciate the value of maintaining a balance
between work and play, and between mental efficiency and physical efficiency.
Each student is also given some idea of how to be responsible for the physical
education of the children in the grade in which she expects to teach. The de
partment has been unusually successful in fulfilling these aims and as a result,
the demand is great for the graduates in the physical education field.
ADVISORS
Miss Worner Miss Hussey
Page One Hundred Sixty-five
Conrad, Collins, Shuravleff, Hudson, Beebe, Denner, Neigenfind, Ward, Wolf
Smith, Hudnut, Hobeck, Galloway, Taylor, Bailey, Jones
"Wynn, Gay, Roush, Whalen, Patterson, Ruggles, Yack
Men's Physical Education Department
pE Men's Physical Education Department was organized in 1919 with fifteen
JL members. The two-year course was expanded to three years in 1925, and the
enrollment in the department has steadily increased to a total of 149 in the winter
term of 1928-29. Seventy-eight freshmen enrolled in the fall of 1928. Many of
these students will remain to receive the B. S. degree, now offered upon completion
of the full four-year course.
The objective of the physical education department is not only the training
of coaches for service in Michigan schools, but to offer for the men enrolled a
program which will lay the basis for sounder health and heartier character in
future years.
There are approximately one-hundred graduates of this department now
engaged in coaching athletics or teaching physical education in the public schools
of Michigan and other states.
Western's new gymnasium, completed in 1925, has stimulated great interest
in carrying out the physical education course of study. A fifteen acre athletic
field with facilities for all outdoor sports supplements the opportunity of the
modern gymnasium.
Page One Hundred Sixty-six
Kirschner, Mattocks, Casler, Schrier, McCarthy, Wolfe, Rowe, Struble, Beninson
Madigan, Buehler, Dedo, Meyer, Winkel, Maloney, White, Moore
Mackay, Witinko, Ackerman, Althoff, Pellegrom, Overtoil, Corbat
The intra-mural sports in 1928-29 attracted large numbers of men into various
athletic contests. During the winter term twenty teams of ten men each, organized
in two leagues, competed for intra-mural honors on the basketball court. Each
team played fourteen games. At the end of this schedule the winners of the
two leagues played in a championship series for all-College honors. The Beninson
freshmen won first place in this tournament, with the Oteyokwa club runner-up.
A total of 265 men engaged in this sport, and in hand ball, boxing and
wrestling. The intra-mural cross country runners in the fall term numbered thirty
men.
In the spring term of 1928, intra-mural sports expanded to include golf,
archery, diamond ball, horse shoes and tennis. Seventy men entered the golf
tournament. Twelve teams of fifteen men each, organized in two leagues, com
peted in diamond ball.
It is the hope of those in charge of Western States men's intra-mural pro
gram that every man enrolled at Western shall learn how to play at least one
game which shall be an important factor in his recreation throughout his life.
ADVISORS
Mr. Read Mr. Hyames
Page One Hundred Sixty-seven

From the hills and valleys earth
Shouts back the sound of mirth,
Tramp of feet and lilt of song




















Jack Zaremba, Grand Rapids
President, Freshman Class
Page One Hundred Seventy-one
Jeanette Johnson, Kalamazoo
President, Women's League
Dorothy Eccles, Battle Creek
Student Editor, Herald
George Danser, Petoskey
Business Manager, Brown and Gold
Hugh Myers, Otsego
Editor, Brozvn and Gold
Page One Hundred Seventy-two
Features and Snaps
Twenty-five Years of Progress
The Old Vine Street School
Western's first Summer School session convened here in 1904.
The Old College Building
Approximately 100 Western students enrolled here in the fall of 1904.
Page One Hundred Seventy-four
The Hill as it looked in 1904 when it was known as Prospect Hill
Western as the observer saw it in 1905.
Page One Hundred Seventy-five
Women's Gymnasium was added in 1907
The Training School increased the grandeur of the Hilltop in 1909
Page One Hundred Seventy-six
The development of our Athletic field was begun in 1913.
Science students first entered the Science building in 1914.
Page One Hundred Seventy seven
Vocational training began in earnest on completion of the Manual Arts building in 1921.
The Library with its splendid reading room was ready for occupancy in 1924.
Page One Hundred Seventy-eight
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The Gymnasium was completed in 1925.
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TODAY—Western State Teachers College—One of the nation's leading educational institutions.
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Page One Hundred Eighty-three









Page One Hundred Eighty-four
The Women's Physical Education Association
Winter Sports
Some of the Members
Miss Mullen teaches Campcraft
Mock Wedding presented by the Faculty
Some More























The debating activities of Western State Teachers College, both intercollegiate
and intra-mural are under the auspices of the Forensic Board. The Board
is composed of the two debate coaches, a manager appointed by the student
council, a women's debate manager, and a representative from each of the four
debating societies.
The Forensic Board has promoted debating activities on the campus this
past year in various ways. It sponsored the Women's International debates with
the Women debaters from England and the men debaters from Canada. The
Extemporaneous Speaking Contests each year are under the direction of the
Hoard. It also managed the Mid-Winter Frolic in February.
The Debaters Loan Fund, founded and supported by the four debating soci
eties, is also controlled by this body. This fund assists varsity debaters who
need financial help while at Western. A substantial Loan Fund is now accum
ulating for this cause.
Anna E. Ljndblom, Women's Debate Coach
Fred McGrew, Men's Debate Coach
Joseph Wepman, Debate Manager
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Lewis, Pres. Hill, Vice-Pres. Lamphere, Scc.-Trcas. Lindblom Little Boone
Endsley Johnson Lininger Mabie Secord Young
Tau Kappa Alpha
Fok some years back the debaters of Western State Teachers College, both
women and men, have done outstanding work in the forensic field. Desire
became strong for affiliation with Tau Kappa Alpha, the national honorary fra
ternity, and in the Spring of 1928, Western secured a membership with this
organization. Twelve students were eligible for membership but at the close of
the year, six of the number were lost through graduation.
With but a nucleus of six members to start the year, Tau Kappa Alpha
carried on and this year many new members joined the ranks of the local chapter
of the forensic national. As a result of the successful season for both women
and men debaters many new candidates were eligible.
Membership in the fraternity is limited to those who have participated in
three or more intercollegiate debates. It is not a society to which all debaters
automatically become members in that all members must be elected to membership.
During the past year several universities and colleges having chapters of
Tau Kappa Alpha were debated by Western's teams. Among these were the
University of Cincinnati, Miami University, Waynesburg College and Lawrence
College.
Eligibility to Tau Kappa Alpha has come about through the successful
seasons of past years under Coaches Lindblom and Lahman. In this connection
it is of note that Western is the only Teachers College in the United States that
has secured affiliation with the national forensic Society. Western should feel
proud of its Tau Kappa Alpha chapter on the campus.














The men's debating squad of Western State Teachers College engaged in a
vigorous season for a squad of a few men. Two questions were used—one
for the debates in the Michigan Debating League and the Midwest question, which
was agreed upon by colleges in Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan. Using two
questions requires skillful debating and extensive research.
In the Michigan League, debates were held with Olivet, Calvin, Ypsilanti
and Alma. Western won the first three of these and lost the last one. The
question debated in the State League was ''Resolved, that the present Jury system
should be abolished.'' The Jury question was a popular as well as an interesting
question.
The Mid-West question was debated under various wordings, the official
wording, however, being, "Resolved, that the public should retain possession of
and develop the principal sources of Hydro-electric power in the United States.
Due to many American municipalities producing their own power in later years
the Super-power question was a timely one.
Those entering at least one debate during the year and who were given
awards at the annual Forensic Recognition banquet were:—Stephen Lewis, Harry
Endsley and Jerald Hill of Kalamazoo; Joseph Wepman and Cecil DeKraker of
Grand Rapids; Bernard Knittle of Dowagiac; Eldred Daniels of Tipton and
Charles Ferguson of Ludington.
Taking the entire season as a whole it was largely successful. Out of four
teen debates held during the season Western won nine and lost five. Victories
were scored over Detroit City College, Western Reserve University, University
of Cincinnati and Oshkosh.





















Olivet . . .





Detroit Law College (2) no decision
Detroit City College (2) won 1-0
lost 1-0
Indiana
Purdue University .... no decision
De Pauw University (2) no decision
Ohio











Lake Forest no decision
Pennsylvania
Waynesburg . . lost 1-0
Won—8 Lost—5 No decision—8
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Secord Myrick Wepman
Extemporaneous Speaking
The second All-Campus Extempore Contest was held in the Spring of 1928
in the High School assembly and much interest was manifested. The contest
was open to all the students of Teachers College and after a close elimination
series, five contestants were picked to speak in the finals.
Arthur Secord, speaking on "Mississippi Flood Control," won first place.
Second place was awarded to Deldee Myrick who was given the topic "The
Nicaraguan Situation." "Presidential Possibilities" was the topic of Joseph Wep
man who won third place. Dorothy Daniels and Jeanette Johnson were given
honorable mention.
The student council also sponsored an Extempore contest, limiting partic
ipants to only inexperienced speakers. This event was held in the Training
School Rotunda. Clara Rook using as her topic, "The Illinois Primary" won the
Silver Loving Cup which was awarded for first prize. Second place was awarded
Joseph Adams who used the topic, "Issues in the Coming Election." Third place
was awarded Helen Roth who took the theme, "The Socialist Ticket."
So successful was this contest last Spring that the Student Council has
decided to hold one every year to promote interest in Public Speaking at Western.
Roth Adams
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Lamphere LlNINGER Rook
International Debate with the British
This year marks the entrance of Western's women into the field of international
debating. On November 24, Western upheld the negative against a com
posite British team representing three of the leading British Universities, London,
Cambridge, and Oxford, represented respectively by Miss Margery Sharp, Miss
Leonora Lockhart, and Miss Nancy Samuel.
The question, that the popular reading of psychology is undermining morals,
lent itself to an interesting public decision before the large audience at the city
auditorium. The audience responded with a large vote, conceding the victory
to the negative, upheld by Miss Sarajane Lininger, Miss Marion Lamphere, and
Miss Clara Rook, of Western.
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Johnsox Clark Schmidt
International Debate with the Canadians
Women of Western have been fortunate in having the opportunity of a second
international debate in the year of their initiation into debating with teams
from abroad. On February 5, the women, represented by Miss Jeannette John
son, Miss Margaret Clark, and Miss Josephine Schmidt, met the Canadian debaters
on the question of curtailment of installment buying.
After a very amicable and enjoyable debate, the Canadians, upholding the
negative, won the audience decision by a narrow margin.
The Canadian debaters were Mr. E. Giviney Evans, graduate of University
of Manitoba, Mr. Albert E. Smith, senior in McMaster University, Toronto, and
Mr. Fred MacRae, of the University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario.

















Jhe record of women's debating this year has exceeded that of previous years
in many respects. The season has brought more debates, more debaters, and
larger audiences than ever before.
After a rather heavy preliminary schedule of two international debates, one
with the British women on the Psychology question and one with the Canadian
men on the question of Installment Buying, a squad of fifteen women opened
the regular schedule of the winter term.
The negative started with a trip into Wisconsin and Illinois debating Carroll
College and North Central in non-decision debates. On March fifteen, they began
their spectacular record of winning all their decision debates: first, with Mount
Pleasant, which the women of Western won unanimously; then, with Wheaton,
won by a two-to-one decision; next, with Ypsilanti, in another unanimous decision.
Finally, the season closed with a victory of two-to-one over Albion.
The affirmative has an equally enviable record, with only one defeat, the
debate lost to Ypsilanti in a split decision. This was more than compensated
with a two-to-one victory over Albion, followed with a unanimous victory over
Olivet, and a two-to-one victory over Wheaton in the last debate of the season.
One of the very gratifying features of the season has been the large attend
ance at debates. This is partly due to the fact that two of the debates have been
international debates, but it is also due to the immediate interest of the people
in both questions discussed.
In all. the season closed with thirteen women taking part in the largest
schedule of debates the women of Western have yet attempted.
















Saraj a n e \a n i nc;er
Jeannette Johnson
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Summary of Season
International Debates
Nov. 24. British women—Audience decision. Western won.
Feb. 4. Canadian men—Audience decision. Western lost.
Regular Schedule
Feb. 7. Carroll College, Waukesha, Negative. Non-decision.
Feb. 9. Nortb Central, Naperville, Negative. Non-decision.
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Cain Burch Feeney
Feb. 15. Mount Pleasant, there, Negative. Western won 3-0.
Feb. 25. Wheaton College, here, Negative. Western won 2-1.
Mar. 4. Western Affirmative and Negative before audience at Richland.
Mar. 8. Ypsilanti, here. Negative. Western won 3-0.
Mar. 8. Ypsilanti, there. Affirmative. Western lost 1-2.
Mar. 16. Albion, there, Negative. Western won 2-1.
Mar. 16. Albion, here, Affirmative. Western won 2-1.
Mar. 18. Olivet at Comstock, Affirmative. Western won 3-0.
April 1. Wheaton College, there. Affirmative. Western won 2-1.
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Feeney Tiffany Noecker
Intra-mural Debating
The timely question, "Resolved that the present form of trial by jury should
be abolished," aroused active interest in intra-mural debating among the
four forensic societies.
Each society selected a team which worked to its utmost to renew the com
petition for the silver trophy awarded by the Kalamazoo County Bar Association
to the victors. The competition is felt more keenly each year.
In the opening debate the Academy, upholding the affirmative, and repre
sented by Dorothy Eccles, Ethel Ridout, and Norma Bliss, met the Senate nega
tive team, represented by Rhea Tiffany, Maxine Noecker, and Louise Feeney.
The Senators were the victors.
The second debate was staged between the Forum, upholding the affirmative,
and represented by Joseph Adams. Carl Snow, and Oliver Wood, and the Tribunal,
represented by Glenn Post, Abe Drasin, and Brewster Lewis. The Tribunal was
victorious.
Tn the final debate, the Senate, again upholding the negative, met the Tribunal,
upholding the affirmative. The Senate carried away the honors, winning the
cup for its society for the fourth time.
Intra-mural debates this year numbered among the outstanding campus ac





Virkus, Lamoreaux, Sheldon, Carpp, Brocato, Merritt,
Henderson, Zaremba, Densmore, Sanders, Gerhardt. Ferguson
Manns, Eagelton, Newton, Roth, Hynes, Frieling,
Maybee, Johnson, Vander Ven, I )ingler. Flowers, Rautanen
Giles, Moeke, Veenhuis, Manns, Wotring, Huyck,
Williams, Smith, Bullis, Hitzfield, Blair, Linderman
Brown, Hunter, Fessenden, Hackenberg, Davis, Wood,
Skory, Sprow, Ray Stewart, Wisner, Anderson, Benninck
Choir
The Western State Teachers College Choir, consisting of about sixty-five
voices, is the newest and largest musical organization on Western's campus.
A large percentage of this group is made up of members of the Men's and
Women's Glee Clubs.
The choir was organized early last fall by Professor Harper C. Maybee, Head
of the Music Department, and is efficiently directed by him. He has trained the
group in four, six, and eight part work on compositions by some of the world's
greatest masters of music, including Bach, Gavaert, Elgar, Mendelssohn, and
Noble.
The Choir made many appearances before large audiences in Kalamazoo,
Albion, Jackson, Detroit, Hamtramck, Fordson, Portage, Richland, Dowagiac,
Union City, Chicago, and Milwaukee. At Detroit the Choir sang over radio
station WrWJ, at Chicago, over station WMAQ, and over station WTMJ of
Milwaukee. It has also appeared in: assemblies ; the Annual Alumni Banquet,
in Detroit; the dedication services of the new First Methodist Episcopal church
of Kalamazoo; the North Central Music Supervisors' Conference at Milwaukee;
and furnished the greater part of the opera chorus in ''Faust" which was given
before a capacity audience at Central High School auditorium by the entire Music
Department in connection with the Chicago Festival Opera Company.
In the Silver Anniversary Celebration the choir gave Mendelssohn's great
oratorio "Elijah" as a fitting climax to the graduation exercises.
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Blair, Giles, Veatch, Linderman, Stewart
Bullis, Benninck, Veenhuis, Hitzfield, Anderson, Huyck
Brown, Sprow, Smith, Hackenberg, Manns, Wotring
Skory, Greenman, Wisner, Wood, Ray, Lattin
Nickels, Hutchins, Fessenden, Davis, L. Brown, Hunter. Van Vynck
Women's Glee Club
»he Women's Glee Club has enjoyed a most successful season due, in part,
to its varied and high type of talent; keen competition for places and ; the
interest and efficient direction of Dorothea Sage Snyder. The Club consists of
thirty-two voices selected from the entire group of about seventy singers. A
second Glee Club is organized for those in reserve.
This season's programs have included works of the world's greatest compos
ers and have been exceptionally well received because of their wide range of
contrast. A vocal quartet and trio, a whistler, a violinist, a pianist, and vocal
soloists have given attractive numbers to the programs. Concerts have been
given in Colon, Paw Paw, Plainwell, Otsego, Allegan, Nashville, Battle Creek,
Grand Rapids, and Detroit. The club has made many local appearances also.
Many musicians and critics, including David Mattern of Grand Rapids, and
Glen Aumond of Kalamazoo, have praised the work of the group highly. The
latter said, "They sing as a 'unit' in a most intelligent and artistic manner with a






Mildred Wotring Business Manager
Luella Sprow Advertising Manager
Madonna Stewart Librarian






ihe Women's Quartet of Western State Teachers College, very ably and
enthusiastically directed by Dorothea Sage Snyder, has had a very worth
while year. The Steady demand for this group speaks for its popularity and
quality of entertainment. A great number of engagements have been filled, among
which were: banquets ; assemblies and other school functions ; and many luncheon
clubs, including the Rotary, Kiwanis, Exchange, and Altrusa Clubs.
The Quartet has given a group of numbers on each of the programs presented
bv the Women's Glee Club.






The Women's Trio of Western State has had a very successful year under the
excellent direction of Dorothea Sage Snyder. The three young women
have beautiful voices which blend into a very lovely and pleasing ensemble.
The trio has been accompanied on many of its programs by Miss Leona Skory,
violin soloist for the Women's Glee Club. Miss Skory is an artist on her instru
ment and has added much color to the vocal numbers with her violin obligatos.
Much publicity has been afforded Western State Teachers College through
the large number of engagements this group has fulfilled. It has appeared before
several luncheon clubs of Kalamazoo including the Kiwanis; Rotary; Business
and Professional Women ; and the Presbyterian Men's Clubs. It has sung for
many other clubs including the Westminster Guild; the Presbyterian Women's
Club; the D. A. R.; and for many school functions; banquets, assemblies; and
teas. The trio has also given an attractive group of selections on each of the
many Glee Club concerts.
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Men's Glee Club
Each year since 1913, the Men's Glee Clubs of Western State Teachers Col-
lege have been organized and developed by Prof. Harper C. Maybee. The
men of the Club, in this Silver Anniversary Year, wish to express appreciation
to Mr. Maybee for his constant effort in building its organization into one of
national acquaintance recognized among the few highest ranking Glee Clubs in
the United States.
Last year the second championship honor, in four years of competition, was
brought to Western by the winning of the State Inter-Collegiate Championship
in the contest held at Albion in which ten Michigan colleges participated.
The Men's Glee Club, under the efficient and enthusiastic direction of Mr.
Maybee, is an organization interested in the development of a greater appreciation
and a higher standard of music. The organization is composed of about forty-
five active members from which a group of thirty men are selected to go on
concert trips.
It has become the custom of the club to take at least two concert tours each
year in addition to giving a home concert and many other programs before audi
ences in Kalamazoo and other cities. The itinerary this year has included
Traverse City, Hesperia. Battle Creek, Paw Paw, Jackson, Albion, Union City,
Richland, Royal Oak, Fordson, Detroit, Hamtramck, Portage, Dowagiac, Grand
Rapids, Chicago and Milwaukee. The club also had the distinction of broadcast
ing over radio stations WWJ Detroit, WLS Chicago, and WTMJ Milwaukee.
On several trips, including1 those to Detroit and Milwaukee, the Men's Glee
Club, together with the Women's Glee Club composed the Western State Teachers
College Choir, Western's newest musical organization of seventy-five voices.
MEMBERS
Frieling, Pros. Roth, Vice-Pres. Maybee, Director Eagelton, Manager Hynes, Sec.
Manns, Librarian Newkirk, Accompanist Carpp Lamoreaux Newton
Virkus Brocato Dunnavan Henderson Sheldon
Johnson Kennedy Oosterling Maybee Merritt
VanderVen Zacharies Zaremba Densmore Dingler
Eriksen Ferguson Flowers Gerhardt Rautanen Sanders
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Band
The Band of Western State Teachers College deserves much praise for its
fine showing this Silver Anniversary year. In 1924 there were only twenty-
four players. For the past four years, Prof. George E. Amos has done a very
commendable piece of work in building up this organization into a fully uniformed
musical group of over fifty pieces, and one of which Western State Teachers
College is justly proud.
The Band has done much to add interest and enthusiasm to all the athletic
contests. It has also given programs in assemblies: on Homecoming Day; and
in parades, having the honor of being in the big "Blossom Time" parade at
Benton Harbor. The Band accompanied our team on the Ypsilanti football
Booster trip and was given an enthusiastic reception by the crowds. Much com
mendation was given for their letter formations.
Rehearsals are held twice a week through-out the year. The drum-major this
year has been Jack Zaremba.





Paul Nielsen Business Manager




Western's orchestra has made marked improvements during this year's work,
largely due to the interest, enthusiasm, encouragement and efforts of Mr.
George E. Amos, the director. A good balance is maintained by nine first violins,
fifteen second violins, two violas, three cellos, one bass viol, a bass horn, three
clarinets, two flutes, an oboe, a bassoon, four trumpets, two trombones, four
french horns, tympani, drums and piano. The quality of music produced is of
a better standard than last year due to a more complete instrumentation.
Under the leadership of Mr. Amos the orchestra has had the opportunity
to entertain at several functions, making its first appearance before the Teacher's
Convention. It has appeared before the student body at assembly programs, and
also played for the graduation exercises. Some of its appearances were: the
Mid-winter Play, the opera "Faust," and the Children's May Festival. The
orchestra closed the year's work by participating in the programs during the
Anniversary Week. The orchestra's repertoire consists of standard classic over
tures, selections, and eccentric novelties.





James Frieling Business Manager
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Eccles, Pres. Beller, Vicc-Prcs. Feeney, Sec. Morrison, Treas. Blackney
Burke Carroll Coble DeWitt Dingier
Gibbs Halnon Jackman Jeannot Knight
The Players
*TT»he Silver Anniversary year of Western State Teachers College marked the
JL fourteenth anniversary of the Players organization, which had an active
membership of forty. This year was perhaps one of the most successful and
enjoyable in the history of the organization.
Much enthusiasm and interest was aroused for the try-outs of the fall term.
At this time members of the club presented a one-act play for those interested,
which was typical of the kind used in upholding the purpose of the organization,
which is primarily, the furthering of the drama.
Several persons, having passed the tests of their dramatic ability, became
















initiates of the organization, and after a term of pledgeship were ascribed the
title of "Players."
Under the, kind guidance of Miss Laura Shaw, faculty advisor, and Dorothy
Eccles, president, the entire club from the out-set worked for the good of the
organization.
True to tradition, a social meeting was held at the Playhouse in event of
Home-coming to welcome back the alumni.
Under the supervision of Alfred Beller, vice-president and program chair
man, popular productions were staged at the bi-monthly meetings, the most
note-worthy of which were "The China Pig," "Lima Beans," "Finders Keepers,"
and "The Stepmother." Through these one-act plays, many fields of work, such













as staging, costuming, and directing, were laid open to the Players and offered
excellent opportunities to obtain skill along desirable lines.
The preliminary events and work of the fore-part of the year served to aid
the members in developing a strong interest in, and an appreciation of the drama.
The high-spot of the work was reached when the annual mid-winter play was
given. James Barrie's "Mary Rose," so mysterious and delightful, was presented
by a worthy cast before the public at Central High School on March 15. The
play, so carefully directed by Miss Shaw, was complete and charming in every
detail.
The Western State Players thoroughly enjoyed the work of the year as it
gave them unlimited opportunities to develop an appreciation of dramatics.
Many more successful years for the club are being anticipated.
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Mary Rose Act I—Mr. Morland: "Interesting,
George—quite. But definitely not a gainsborough."
Mary Rose Act 1—Harry: "I'm
curious to see that room first."
Mrs. Otery: "You can't go in there."
Mary Rose Act I—Mary Rose: "Mummy, what
shall we do?"
Mrs. Morland: "He's just a boy, Mary Rose—Just
a very nice boy."
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Mary Rose Act II—Cameron: "Is it the wish of
Mr. Blake that I should land?"
Mary Rose Act II—Mary Rose:
"Have I been a nice wife to you,
Simon?"
Mary Rose Act II—Mrs. Morland: "Let me down
you great bear. You know how I hate to be rum
pled."
Mr. Morland: "Not she, loves it. Always did."
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Mary Rose Act III—Mrs. Morland: "It can't be so
bad as that. We are all here Simon."
Mary Rose Act III—Mr. Morland:
"Get off your great coat, Simon.
Down with it anywhere."
Mary Rose Act III—Simon: "Dearest love since
I lost you, it was a long time ago—."
Mary Rose: "It wasn't—please, it wasn't."
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Arts and Grafts Club
The Arts and Crafts Club, formerly the Paint Splashers, has grown greatly
this year. This organization has been opened for the first time to students
of all classifications, upon the requirement that the student submit some piece of
original work.
The club was divided into four groups for convenience in working, each
group doing work in a different medium. The groups are clay modeling, sketch
ing and etching, metal working, and oil and water coloring, under the instruction
of Miss Sinaiko, Miss Siedschlag, Miss Anderson, and Miss Chambers, re
spectively.
This year for the first time also three cash prizes were given to the three
best productions of the club members.
A plaque has been designed and executed in memory of Miss Agnes Broemel,
formerly of the Art Department.
As usual the members of this organization have helped with posters, scenery,
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Clad in the beauty of summer.
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Organizations
The Student Council
np»HE Student Council, which functions as the representative body of the
JL Student Association, evolved from the Booster Committee formed in 1920.
This consisted of representatives from all groups but had no legal status until
Nov. 9, 1921, when a constitution providing for a Student Council was ratified
by vote of the student body. This body was to consist of a president, vice-presi
dent, secretary, treasurer, and the president and three representatives from each
class. Offices for the Debate Manager, editor of the Drown and Gold and student
editor of the Herald had their origin. The offices of Music Manager, school
auditor, and Publicity Manager were created in '25, '26, and '27 respectively. The
Student Council's aim is to achieve a systematic organization and effect a unifica
tion of the various activities of the school.
Each year new policies are inaugurated and new traditions established. The
help the Student Council has rendered has been evidenced in regulation of elec
tions, the Freshman handbook, the student directory, Home coming Day class
games, the Rooster Trip (this year being a football excursion to Ypsilanti), co-op
eration with the Assembly Program Committee, and supporting the glee clubs,
orchestra, band, and the debate teams. The men's Glee Club tour culminating in
Detroit and the Western and Eastern tours for men debaters have also been
supported.
Many outstanding features have marked the accomplishments of this year's
Council. It has taken an active part in the preparation for the Silver Anniver
sary Celebration. It has sponsored the College Choir, a new organization on the
campus. It has inaugurated a systematic method of handling the budget. It
has instigated the adoption of a Senior pin to serve as a standard for all future
graduating classes. It has sponsored the Extemporaneous Speaking Contest. It
has overseen the installation in the Library reading room of a beautiful, three-
faced electric clock which was purchased by last year's Council.
The Student Council of Teachers College has contributed a great deal to
student life on and off campus by its spirit of good-fellowship, whole-hearted
friendliness and co-operation. It is a democratic body and reflects and guides
the social pulse of the students of Western State Teachers College.
STUDENT COUNCIL
Nester, Pres. Young, Vice-Pres. Haight, Sec. Snow, Treas. Johnson, Auditor
Knittel, Senior Class Pres. Burke, Senior Rep. Evans, Senior Rep. Hill, Senior Rep.
Latham, Junior Class Pres. Lewis, Junior Rep. Mabie, Junior Rep. Morrison, Junior Rep.
Adams, Sophomore Class Pres. Blackney, Sophomore Rep.
S heldon, Sophomore Rep. Wegerly, Sophomore Rep.
Zaremba, Freshmen Class Pres. Boekeloo, Freshmen Rep.
Clark, Freshmen Rep. Oosterling, Freshmen Rep.
Eccles, Student Editor of Herald Eagelton, Musk Manager
Myers, Editor of Brown and Cold Wepman, Debate Mgr. Starring, Publicity Mgr.
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Brown and Gold Staff
To produce the 1929 annual and to do justice to the Silver Anniversary of
Teachers College has been no small task. It has taken weeks and weeks of
persevering effort, tireless work into the late hours of many a night, and skillful
planning and evaluation on the part of the entire staff to produce this publication.
It has been a pleasure for the staff of the 1929 Brown and Gold to produce
this annual. We hope that it will serve as a constant reminder of the happy
■days spent on the hilltop, of priceless friendships with comrades and instructors
and of significant accomplishments of your Alma Mater. May this book prove
the storehouse of your college memories and may it perpetuate that which has
been vital and uppermost in our minds in this, our Silver Anniversary year at
the Western State Teachers College
This year of 1928-29 is one that will long be remembered by the friends of
Teachers College. The Brown and Gold Staff feels happy that it has the
privilege of being the chronicler of the acts and deeds on our campus in this
notable year of our institution. May it be as pleasant for you to read this
book as it has been for us to produce it, and may it increase our mutual respect
and reverence for our Alma Mater by working and reading together.
MEMBERS
Myers, Editor Mabie, Associate Editor McGrady, Joke Editor
Carroll, Assistant Business Manager Danser, Business Manager
Parks, Art Editor Barker, Assistant Art Editor
Perry, Assistant Art Editor DeWeerd, Assistant Art Editor
Cass, Athletic Editor Gerhardt, Assistant Athletic Editor Birdsey, Picture Editor
Evans, Assistant Picture Editor Thompson, Assistant Picture Editor
Howsox, Advertising Manager Johxsox, Assistant Advertising Manager
Wade, Assistant Advertising Manager Woods, Assistant Advertising Manager
Eriksen, Literary Editor Walgrex, Assistant Literary Editor
Koegler, Assistant Literary Editor Coburx, Photographic Editor
Karmax, Snapshot Editor
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Eccles Russell Jackman Rook
Cass Gerhardt Brooks Eriksen Burke
Herald
Ihe present year has been one of the most successful years that the Teachers
College Herald has ever experienced. The editors of the paper have realized
their ambition of enlarging the weekly publication from four to six pages. This
has permitted a more detailed and interesting chronicle of student activities and
events. The paper has been a useful and effective factor in creating and moulding
school spirit here at the Teachers College and students and teachers alike have
looked forward eagerly to its appearance on Thursday of each week.
"It Puts the Knot in the Tie That Binds" has been the motto of the Herald
editorial staff. It has served this purpose well in acquainting the student body
with happenings on and off the campus, in bringing clubs and organizations into
closer inter-relationship with each other in the extra-curricular program of the
college and by giving due consideration to meritorious deeds and acts of those
connected with the Teachers College.
Miss Blanche Draper, assisted by Dorothy Eccles, student editor, gathered
an editorial staff together at the beginning of the school year that has been re
sponsible for each weekly issue. It is no mean task to produce the Herald, each
week but the editorial staff has given its best. The staff was composed of
Dorothy Eccles, editor; Marian Russell and Clarence Young, literary editors;
Metha Jackman, social reporter; Clara Rook, organization reporter; Walter Erik-
sen, feature writer; Paul Gerhardt and Harold Cass, sports reporters; Frank
Householder and Sidney Brooks, columnists and Evelyn Burke, alumni editor.
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Ribe, Pres. Bundy, Vice-Pres. Crosby, Sec. Keller, Treas. Bird, Social Gaxzlin, Publicity
Hetler, Finance Ridout, Devotions Rix, Social
Russell, Fellowship Verburg, Programs Waldrox, Music
Y. W. G. A.
ihrough social events, discussions, speakers, and devotional meetings, the
Y. W. C. A. has carried out its three-fold purpose of uniting in a desire to
realize a full and creative life through a growing knowledge of God, to have a
part in making this life possible for all people, and to seek to understand Jesus
and follow Him.
Among those who helped the members carry out their programs on "Our
Quest" and "Etiquette" are Mrs. C. H. Wright, Prof. Smith Burnham, Dr. Xancy
Scott, Miss Elsie Heller, the regional secretary of the Y. W. C. A., Rev. Stanley
Coors and Miss Rosella Allway.
By providing entertainment for children in an orphanage, the social service
department has done a wealth of service throughout the year.
The Y. W. C. A. together with the Y. M. C. A. has sponsored two very
successful mixers in the Fall and Winter terms, as well as the annual Joy Nite
in the Spring.
At home coming the Y. W. entertained its alumni at a breakfast at the
Burdick Hotel, and its members looked forward to the time when they would en
tertain their alumni as guests at an early morning devotional service during the
celebration of Western's twenty-fifth anniversary.
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Women's League Cabinet
Cmmon interests of the women of the school are given consideration through
the Women's League, an organization to which all women of Western belong.
The Women's League Cabinet which is composed of one representative from
every department on the campus devises, plans and carries out the women's pro
gram of activities throughout the year. Two faculty members and the Dean of
Women act as counselors in these procedures.
The Cabinet has sponsored many social activities during the past school year.
Its work has ministered to the welfare and happiness of all the women on West
ern's campus. A resume of its activities will show how different its social functions
have been from the usual social affairs on the campus of Teachers College.
A Who's Wrho Party early in the fall term opened the social calendar of the
Women's League Cabinet. At this event all the women became acquainted through
the medium of teacups and dancing. A masquerade soon followed which was
an event long to be remembered. At this masquerade dance the spookiest things
conceivable and the most fun imaginable were much in evidence. Some very
unique and original costumes were present representing nearly every nationality
and occupation of life.
Yuletide came and a Christmas chocolate was given. Christmas spirit was
heartily exchanged while dancing around the monstrous Christmas tree and
while sipping the cups of steaming chocolate. February came and a Patter of
Hearts was given to celebrate the occasion. At this party the women entertained
the men at a most beautiful and elaborate Valentine dance.
The Irish Shenanagan was next in order. St. Patrick and all his good
proverbial old Irish nonsense sparkled about while the women danced and nibbled
good things.
In the spring term the Mothers' Tea was held for all mothers of Western's
co-eds who could come. Later in the term came the Silver Sail—the annual June
Breakfast with its usual loveliness and charm. It was an anniversary breakfast
—a silver breakfast which every Western co-ed who attended will remember as
one of the most beautiful memories of her college days.
There were numerous other things which the Women's League Cabinet did
this year such as procuring new curtains for the club room, giving a luncheon
for the Ypsi debaters at the Happy Huntsman, and sending flowers to the sick.
The Cabinet has been a growing organization and has given impetus to some
original ideas which have made it a worthwhile year.
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MEMBERS
Johnson, Prcs. Russell, Vicc-Prcs. Hinderliter, Sec. Eamon, Trcas.
Davis, Advisor Steckleberg, Advisor Walker, Advisor Beardsley Bird
DeMeyer Feeney Hanna Humphrey Joyce
Kirby Minar Rasmussen Stewart Wagner
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Forum
This year is Western's twenty-fifth anniversary and the Forum's twelfth anni
versary. The Forum is Western's oldest forensic society and in the years
that have passed the organization has established an enviable reputation in forensic
and campus activity. Last fall the membership suffered from spring graduations,
but during the course of the year new members, who have competently displayed
the true Forum spirit, have been taken in to fill our quota of thirty-five.
The Forum has participated in debating, intra-mural athletics, and in various
campus social and forensic activities.
This year has been important in more ways than one. A dream at last has
been realized. The Forum House has been in existence for a year, and it is our
endeavor to make it the permanent ''first house" on the campus.
Last year the Tribunal donated the Scholarship Cup for competition among
men societies, and the Forum was the first to hold it. We have made a very
strong bid to keep the cup for next year and the years to come.
The Intra-mural debate between the Forum and the Tribunal ended in a
victory for the latter.
At Homecoming the Forum House was open to all alumni and that evening
we sponsored a successful and well attended banquet at the Columbia hotel. This
was followed by a mid-winter banquet held in the training school cafeteria on
February 18th. During the early part of June we again met fraternally at our
spring banquet, during which officers were elected for the first half of the next
year.
The Forum forensic party held on May 4th in the women's gym proved
true to tradition as the most looked forward to forensic social affair.
This year of activities came to a fitting close at Gull Lake where our annual
house party was held, marking the climax of a year of forensic endeavors and
close fraternal spirit.
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Senate
pE Senate, the first woman's forensic society on Western's campus, was or-
JL ganized in the fall of 1916. Its aims were the promotion of forensic activities
and the development of leadership, and each year Senate has worked to bring
these aims up to a higher standard. Requirements for membership are high
scholarship, an interest in forensics, and a spirit of friendship, loyalty, and en
thusiasm, and it is necessary to maintain these throughout the entire period of
membership.
Senate has been unusually prominent this year in international, inter-col
legiate, and intra-mural debating. Clara Rook and Sarajane Lininger did some
very creditable work in the debate with the women from England. The follow
ing five Senators held positions on the Women's Varsity Debate Squad: Rhea
Tiffany, Viola Ribe, Josephine Schmidt, and Sarajane Lininger. A debate of
unusual interest to the four forensic societies was the intra-mural debate. The
three Senators who once more regained the lawyer's cup for us were Rhea Tiffany,
Louise Feeney, and Maxine Noecker.
The programs this year have consisted of music, talks, debates, and round-
table discussions on current topics. Each term an initiation banquet is held at
which the new initiates furnish the program. In order to keep alumnae as well
as students in touch with Senate activities, all meetings and social events are
recorded in the "Senate Diary" in the Herald.
Social affairs of the year have been exceptionally interesting and enjoyable.
Many alumnae were entertained on Homecoming Day at the Happy Huntsmen
Club. During the winter term Senate gave a St. Patrick's Day party in the
Women's Gym open to all the members of the forensic societies and their guests.
As usual, the house party in May and the banquet in June were delightful, but
two other events took place in the Spring Term which had never been done
before, but which proved so successful that they will undoubtedly be repeated.
They were the Opera and the Senate Dinner-Dance at the Columbia Hotel.
Senate feels that this was a year full of useful activities, and hopes that
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Tribunal
TH1-: Tribunal—where men are brought together under the common bond of
college loyalty and brotherhood. This year more than ever before the spirit
of fraternal fellowship has held sway in the fireglow, of the council ring. With
the coming of the next school year there will be a Tribunal House to further
this feeling. From a vague shadow it has become a reality and soon the birth
of it will lapse into the yesterdays as a cherished memory, as the true spirit of the
Tribemen is embedded in it.
Jn every phase of college activity, men of the Tribe were among the foremost.
A Tribunal man for the sixth time out of eight elections was elected to the
highest office with which a student can be honored—the office of the president
of the Student Council. The annual intra-mural debate of the Forum and the
Tribunal was captured by the Tribemen. Formidable basketball and baseball
teams represented the organization in the Intra-mural league.
Western State is being glorified by its Twenty-fifth Anniversary and the
Tribunal takes great pleasure in being able to assist in this grand celebration.
The hours of our day are dedicated to the hours of a greater Western.
Tribunal means Fellowship, Brotherhood, and Development in all branches
of college student life. Besides the contacts of the regular programs, there are
certain traditional events that tend to promote this feeling. Fach year the
organization gives the first intra-mural party, and participates in the debate series.
At least twice each year banquets are given in honor of the alumni. In the
spring a house party is given at some lake. Banquets, parties, debates, get-
togethers, and all sorts of activities are constantly being planned to develop and
foster the Spirit of the Tribemen.
MEMBERS
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The Academy
The Academy, which is the youngest of the forensic societies of Western, has
become one of the most active of the organizations on the campus. The
society was organized in 1920. Although it lost many competent leaders this
year, the Academites feel sure that they have gained equally competent members
who will take their places, and fulfil the standards of leadership, scholarship and
forensic interests.
The most important forensic activity of the year was the international de
bate with the English team. The Academy feels very proud of its president,
Marion Lamphere, who participated in this debate, and also of its advisor, Miss
Lindblom, who coached the debate. The Academy was well represented in both
intra-mural and intercollegiate debating; in intra-mural debating by Norma Bliss,
Dorothy Eccles, and Ethel Ridout, and in intercollegiate debating by Margaret
Clark, Idah White, Ethel Ridout, and Doris Boone.
The programs throughout the year were very informational and interesting.
Especially enjoyable was the picture tour which the Academites took through
the Western Library. They were given an insight into art. The social events
of the year were all lovely affairs. The Christmas Tea was a great success and
the Academites met many new girls interested in debating and in the society.
The four forensic parties were all enjoyable occasions. The Spring party
which the Academy gave and which was a little different from the general run
of the parties was carefully planned and well carried out. One of the most
pleasant events of the year was the house party at Gull Lake. All of the mem
bers joined in the fun as they had in their forensic work. The annual Academy
luncheon at the close of the year served to bring old and new Academy members
together, and to knit more strongly the ties which bind the society together.
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Square and Compass Club
Hie Square and Compass Club at Western State Teachers College is composed
of both faculty and students who belong to some order of Free Masonry—
DeMolays, Shriners or Masons. It was organized as a social unit for its con
stituency. In that many of Western's students from various towns and states
are in some way affiliated with the Masonic lodge, the club is exercising a felt
need in bringing these students together. Common fellowship and fraternal
brotherhood have their place on a college campus as well as in business or every
day life. Close contact between individuals of kindred interests is a desirable
situation. The Square and Compass Club has served this purpose for its members.
The club has a three-fold purpose or aim which it is carrying out: social,
fraternal, and philanthropic. Its social aim is fulfilled in its program to promote
and preserve good fellowship through social gatherings, banquets and outings.
The fraternal aim of the club is evidenced in carrying out the ideals exemplified
by Free Masonry into the everyday life of Western's students. In a philanthropic
sense the Square and Compass helps its members who are in need of financial
aid in college by means of its loan fund. This fund is increased each year through
the accumulation of entrance fees of new members.
The Square and Compass Club took an active part in the lntra-mural Athletic
program of the Teachers College. Its basketball team finished in fourth place
and the baseball team made a good showing in the Organization League.
The outstanding social event of the year was the annual "get-together" party
at White's Lake. This was held in the Fall term in the middle of October.
Members had an opportunity to meet the new comers in the club at that time.
The year was brought to a close with a delightful spring party.
MEMBERS
Convkrsk, Prcs. C. Johnson, Vice-Pres. Frostic, Sec. Sanderson, Trcas. Alpervitz Atkins
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Eastern Star Club
Jhe Western State Teachers College Eastern Star Club was organized in the
Fall term of 1923. As its name implies, the Club is open to members of the
Order of the Eastern Star who are students at the Teachers College. The aim
of the Club is to inculcate the material, the spiritual ideals, and the lessons taught
by the Chapter into everyday life of the student and show that there are greater
things to be achieved.
In order to affiliate with the group and participate in the1 club activities, the
student appears before the examining committee, consisting of the advisor and
three members, and is duly received as a member.
The club has a loan fund which was founded during the Spring term of
1928. This has been substantially increased through the hearty cooperation of
the members, alumni and Corinthian Chapter. This fund may be used by any
Eastern Star girl on the campus who, upon investigation, is considered deserving
of assistance.
It has been the custom of the Club to have a degree team represent the five
points of the Star. This year a part of the address work of the Worthy Matron
and Worthy Patron was exemplified. The work was put on at Corinthian Chapter,
March the 21st. The team was invited to White Pigeon to exemplify the regular
initiatory Chapter ceremony.
Several forms of interesting entertainment have been worked out carefully
by the vice-president, Thelma Hull. The club was honored by a visit from the
Worthy Patron, Mr. Martinson, of Corinthian Chapter. Two dinners were also
enjoyed in the faculty dining room at the W. S. T. C. Cafeteria.
An outstanding feature of the year's social program was a house party in
June. Another fine event was the breakfast held in May in which the officers of
the Corinthian Chapter and many alumni were present.
MEMBERS





































-appa Delta Pi, an international honor society in education, is one of the
newest to be represented on Western's campus. The Beta Iota chapter
of this organization was installed at Western on February 2, 1929, by Dr. T. C.
McCracken, the president of Kappa Delta Pi. This is the second chapter to be
installed in the state of Michigan, the first, the Pi chapter, having been installed
at Ypsilanti in June, 1922. It is also interesting to know that Ypsilanti's organ
ization was the sixteenth; ours, the fifty-seventh.
Western was assisted in the installation and initiation by members from
Alpha, Kappa, Theta, and Pi chapters. Dr. T. S. Henry of the Alpha chapter
gave a short address and Dr. McCracken spoke informally of the aims and the
work of Kappa Delta Pi. After the installation and initiation, a banquet was
held at the Park-American Hotel.
Western has ten Kappa Delta Pi members on her faculty. Dr. T. S. Henry
represents the Alpha chapter; Miss Laverne Argabright, Miss Louise Steinway,
Miss Verle Coppens, Miss Roxana Steele, Dr. John P. Everett, Dr. Belmont Far
ley, Dr. William M. Robinson, Mr. Frank E, Ellsworth, and Mr. William C. Cain
represent the Kappa chapter. The members initiated in the Beta Iota chapter
are President Dwight B. Waldo, Helen Bates, Lois F. Bennett, Golda L. Crisman,
Alice F. Dines, Walter P. Ewalt, Ruth E. Hamilton, Jerald H. Hill, Beatrice J.
Hutchins, Lucille Lindsley, Edith S. Linsley, Leslie B. Merritt, Hugh Myers,
Grace Renwick, Viola Sebald, H. Arlene Spencer, Helen Elaine Stenson, Mary
Elizabeth Waldo, Evelyn M. Wise, E. Muriel Wolkins.
Dr. William McKinley Robinson has been appointed by the national head
quarters as our counsellor, and Miss Verle Coppens has been selected by the
chapter to serve on the membership committee. The officers elected are Helen Bates,
president; Elizabeth Waldo, vice-president; Viola Sebald, secretary-treasurer;
Muriel Wolkins, historian-reporter.
This organization is open only to Juniors and Seniors of high scholastic
standing, and is devoted to cultural and professional phases of education. Its
purpose is "to encourage in its members a higher degree of consecration to social
service. To this end it shall maintain the highest educational ideals and shall
foster fellowship, scholarship, and achievement in educational work."
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MEMBERS
Bates, President Waldo, Vice-Pres. Sebald, Sec. and Treas. Wolkins, Historian
Bennet Crisman Dines Ewalt Hamilton
Hill Hutchins Lindsley Linsley Merritt
Myers Renwick Spencer Stenson Wise
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"appa Rho Sigma is one of the oldest honorary societies on Western's campus.
It was organized in 1921 by the Faculty Science Club as a means of giving
recognition to those students who were doing excellent work in the departments
of Science and Mathematics. Membership is now limited to juniors and seniors
who are majoring in either Science or Mathematics and who possess a high scholas
tic average in their work. Election to the society is by vote of the faculties of
Science and Mathematics.
The initiation banquet is held every spring in the city Y. W. C. A. building
just preceding the annual Science and Mathematics meeting in order that as many
as possible of the alumni may be able to return.
Since the installation of the society there have been ninety-four students
elected to membership.
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Newman, Pres. Gilmax, Vice-Prcs. Rice, Sec. Titus, Trcas. Bennett
Bird Bond Bkown Cameron Cooper
Evans Ewalt Fry Gaskill Goldsmith
Student Science Club
The Student Science Club was organized in the fall of 1920 and this year
culminates the ninth successful year of the organization. The club aims to
instill a spirit of scientific research in its members, to awaken and stimulate a
love for science and its ever-changing developments and to develop a scientific
attitude of mind in its members.
The club holds its regular meeting bi-monthly. On the first Wednesday of the
month a lecture or informal talk is given by some member of the Teachers Col
lege faculty or some scientist in the actual field of industry. The second meeting
of the month, which is always held on the third Wednesday, is devoted to student
discussions in the various groups of some subject of interest to science. The
student discussions have taken up the History of Mathematics, Medicine and its

















relation to Chemistry, explosives, and kindred subjects. Of special interest to the
club was an illustrated talk given by a representative of the Bell Telephone Com
pany. Later a tour through the Bell telephone plant was conducted for those
interested.
In addition to the regular business meetings the club sponsored several social
events and banquets throughout the year. The annual spring term picnic for all
science students was a pleasant affair. It was held the last week in May. A
theater party in the middle of the spring term was a genuine social event and was
greatly enjoyed.
For the first time, the Student Science Club has used a formal initiation in
accepting new members into its ranks. The first initiation took place the last of
the fall term when twenty candidates were accepted. The second initiation was
given April 12 at the time of the Southwestern Michigan Science and Mathe-
















matics Convention which was held at Western. Many alumni and former mem
bers of the club were in attendance. A banquet was held before the initiation
and all pledges were required to be present. A great deal of entertainment was
created at the expense of the pledges.
This year the club has adopted a new pin which carries out the ideas em
bodied in the creed of the society.
Annually, the Science Club sponsors a lecture for the benefit of Western's
student body and faculty. Last year Dr. Crane of Kalamazoo gave an illustrated
lecture on X-Ray. Due to the fact that so much time was taken up in the devel
opment of the new initiation ritual this custom was not carried out this year.
However, it is the intention of the Club to continue these lectures next year in
order that the Harvey Scholarship fund which is maintained from the proceeds
may be increased.
The past year has been an unusually profitable and pleasant one for the club.
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Social Science Club
The Social Science Club was organized in 1923 for the purpose of bringing
together and promoting fellowship among students especially interested in
the application of the social sciences to practical problems. High scholarship,
faculty recommendation, and good character are requisites for membership.
An open meeting was held at the beginning of the year for all students who
were interested. Fascinating and instructive talks were presented by Mr. Smith
Burnham, Mr. Leonard Kercher. Mr. D. C. Shilling, and Mr. Floyd Moore.
( hitstanding among other capable speakers who appeared before the dub during
the year were Mr. E. M. Barnes, Secretary of the Douglas Community House;
Mr. Stanley Morris, a member of the Douglas Community House Directory
Board; Dr. C. E. Roys; and the Reverend G. W. Plews. Special study'was made
of social and economic conditions in Russia and of the negro problem in the
United States. During the spring term social conditions of Kalamazoo were
studied by personal surveys in different sections of the city.
Several parties and recreational programs were enjoyed by the club, the
social schedule reaching its climax in the spring term, when a banquet and theater
party was given for the members and their guests.
MKMBERS
Stillwell, Pres. BiBmNs,Vke-Pres. Koegler, Sec. TenHave, Treas. Ashton Balls
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"W" Club
Jhe "W" Club is an organization on Western's campus that is composed of
letter winners in the major sports. It was organized to create a greater
feeling of comradeship among the letter winners, to strengthen and promote school
spirit on Western's campus and to foster and promulgate interest in Teachers
College athletics. Judging by the large number of alumni of the "W" Club who
return each year on Homecoming Day one can readily see that the Club well
lives up to its purpose.
The Club is very active in campus life and takes part in many campus move
ments. This year the most memorable event was the dinner-dance held at the
Columbia Hotel in June. This was one of the most elaborate of Western's social
events of the year. The balance in the treasury of the club is always used in this
annual event and nothing is spared in getting unique decorations, favors and
music. The patrons and patronesses for this event included President and Mrs.
Waldo, Registrar and Mrs. Hoekje, Mr. and Mrs. Pellett, Mr. and Mrs. Read,
Mr. and Mrs. Hyames, Mr. and Mrs. Martineau, and Mr. and Mrs. Gary.
The tri-annual initiations attract much attention on the campus because of
the ludicrous yet severe tasks assigned prospective members. Candidates for
membership were compelled to perform such feats as walking up the steps back
ward, putting on amateur vaudeville acts at downtown theaters, carrying um
brellas, bricks, lanterns, signs, pails and all manner of trivial things, wherever
they went. The initiation serves its purpose of remembering club ties and regard
for its work.
Twenty-two letter winners were taken into the Club this year. They in
cluded Barnhill, Cornell, Dutt, Frendt, Johnson, Miller, Murphy, Reynolds, Swaf-
ford, Waters, Weybright, Malone, Morningstar, Nickel, Pembroke, Conley, Evan;.






























Iigma theta gamma is a fraternity organized with the intention of creating
within the field of Physical Education a stronger feeling of fellowship and
unity. The organization was originated on our campus by Professor Lloyd [ones
who felt the need of promoting a closer bond of fellowship in the Physical
Education Department, and of developing a more professional attitude toward
our line of endeavor. It is therefore a principle of the organization to accept
into membership only those in the field who have the ability and the desire to
live up to the laws and regulations of it.
Sigma Theta Gamma means Service, Health, and Character. Membership
in it is confined to the Junior and Senior classes and is based upon scholarship
and character. The Physical Education faculty are Advisory members of the
fraternity. Sigma Theta Gamma is not a secret society and the principles and
ideals upon which it is based are at all times open to the curious eyes of all
who desire information concerning them.
Due to the absence of Professor Jones this year, the organization was late
in getting started and it was not until the Winter term was far advanced that
our first successful meeting was held. At this time nearly all of the members
were present at a dinner given in the school cafeteria and with Professor Reed
as the principal speaker the interest was very much aroused.
At the largest meeting of the year which will be held in the Spring term,
the pledges who have satisfactorily complied with all their requirements, will
be admitted to membership. It is the plan at present to hold this meeting in
the form of a banquet at one of the best hotels and have one of the biggest men
in the field as principal speaker. Last year Professor Williams of Columbia
University was the guest. This year in all probability the principal speaker will be
Vaught Blanchard, Supervisor of Health Education at Detroit, Michigan, who
is a very energetic and reliable figure in our profession.
There is at the present time only one professional Physical Education Fra
ternity which is known as Phi Epsilon Kappa having twelve chapters most of
which are at State Universities in the middle west.
As is true with all professional groups in the many fields, the national
organization will, we believe, have the same significance to Physical Education
as Kappa Delta Pi does to Education and Tau Beta Pi does to Engineering. It
is the ambition of our Fraternity to soon become affiliated with Phi Epsilon
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The Classical Club
ihe Classical Club is one of the oldest of the literary organizations upon the
campus. Its membership is composed of students who have had more than
two years of Latin, and of those taking Roman history and mythology. The Club
was organized for the purpose of studying Latin literature and of learning about
the social and political life of the Romans. Tt aims to vivify Roman life to pro
mote the interest of the language students in the classics, to help its members
attain a broader culture, to aid in the preparation of better language teachers,
and to help those teachers who are already in the field. Its popularity is shown
by the steadily increasing membership and the growing interest in its activities.
Many interesting programs have been enjoyed during the past year. These
have included ''Roman Childhood," "The Satiunalia," "Intimate Views of
Cicero's Life," "Famous Roman Love Stories," ''Preparations for the Bimil-
lenium \ergilianum," and ''Readings of Scenes from Euripides Tphigenia in
Tauris.' '' The rest of the meetings have been social evenings at which entertain
ment has been afforded by Roman games and songs.
The annual Roman banquet was a delightful affair. This unique event was
an enjoyable climax for the club year. During the evening, the atmosphere of
the old Roman Empire was brought into our modern civilization by the wearing
of draped togas, by the use of flower-strewn tables, burning incense, and the
couches upon which the guests reclined in true Roman fashion, and the strange
food of which they partook.
The work of the club has done much to strengthen interest in the classics.
Club activities have offered much that can make the study of the classic in the
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Eldorado Club
The Eldorado Club, organized during the winter of 1926 by a small group
of college women interested in writing, recognized the need for a literary
society in this school. This organization enjoys the distinction of being one of
the youngest clubs at Western as well as one of the only two literary clubs on
the campus.
The club was created and designed as a common fellowship for student
writers. The aim of the writers is not a remote and impossible perfection. By
adopting the name "Eldorado," we have meant to signify that throughout our
merely tentative endeavors to write we hold constantly in mind that we are an
organization united in the search for perfection. We are a striving organization
feeling our way, through the practice of varied forms of writing, to a finer ex
pression, a higher achievement and a worthwhile experience in the field of
literary endeavor.
Since the time of the earliest meetings a mutual interest has been stimu
lated by the reading and criticism of the various contributions submitted, and a
warm and increasing interest on the part of the contributors has been consistently
manifested. Membership is restricted to twenty-five in order to do justice to
individual work. New members are admitted only on faculty recommendation.
The meetings, which are held twice a month, are conducted informally. Contri
butions are not limited to one type. Many varieties of writing—short stories,
plays, essays, sketches, and poems—are finding expression and represent the
effort of the group to attain a higher standard of perfection in literary expression.
Since the Eldorado Club has been established on the campus it has upheld
its standard of workmanship through the splendid support of the faculty ad
visors. Miss Swain, Miss Nobbs, and Miss Masters, whose active and sympa
thetic criticism has to a large extent made possible the prevailing spirit of
mutual suggestion and criticism—the helpful atmosphere of "give-and-take" so
essential to a club of this character. Such an organization as the Eldorado Club
accomplishing such worthwhile achievements and aims is bound to perpetuate
itself as one of Western's worthy contributions to the social life of the college.
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MEMBERS
Haas, Pres. Wunderlich, Vice-Pres. Cleveland, Sec. and Treas. Beadle
Campbell Clark Crismax Jackson Johnson
Johnston Kelsey Lloyd Mixar Rosemeier
Russell Schmitz Stewart Thomas Waldron
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The Oteyokwa Club
teyokvva is an Indian name which means, "the gathering of friends in a
strange land."
The Oteyokwa Club which was organized in November of 1920 is composed
of students who came to Western from the Upper Peninsula. This club has
been organized with a two-fold aim,—to serve as a means by which Upper Pen
insula students may become better acquainted with one another, thereby making
the Upper Peninsula better known at Western and Western better known in the
Upper Peninsula.
One of the outstanding social events of the year was the party given in the
Little Gym, February 27, in honor of the Northern State Teachers College
basketball team.
This year the Oteyokwa Club has proven especially successful in athletics.
The club led all organizations of Western in the basketball league and carried
off the championship honors in the form of a beautiful silver loving cup.
With the increase of its membership to sixty, the club shows every promise
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Le Gercle Francais
Having for its purpose the furthering of interest in French customs, litera
ture, and language, Le Cercle Francais was organized several years ago by
a group of teachers and students who desired to increase the understanding and
significance of French ideas and mannerisms. Members of this organization
include those students who have had more than one year of French and desire
to learn more concerning France than can be gotten in the classroom. Meetings
are held the third Tuesday of each month.
The first meeting of the year was held at the home of Miss Frieda Opt' Holt,
president of the club. Plans for the year were discussed. This was followed
by an interesting program consisting of games and music. A fine talk by Miss
Windsor, one of the sponsors of the club, was enjoyed by everyone present.
Various novel programs have been given during the year. The Christmas
meeting which was given in conjunction with the German Club was especially
interesting and worthwhile. A French story was read by Ruth Lossing and a
tableau of the birth of the Holy Child was presented. The Women's Club Room
was beautifully decorated by members of the two clubs in Christmas colors.
Christmas trees and candles gave a Yule-tide atmosphere to the whole room.
Miss Zimmerman of the German Club portrayed and described Christmas cus
toms in Germany and June Miljevitch gave a vivid account of how the holiday
season is celebrated in Serbia. Refreshments characteristic of France and
Germany, were served and Christmas songs were sung during the evening.
In February, a program of Nineteenth Century literature was presented.
Scenes from "Hernani" by Victor Hugo and "The Three Musqueteers" by Alex
ander Dumas were given by members of the club as well as surveys of various
literary productions in the century. Later in the year, a short French Play,
games and the study of the French costumes occupied the attention of the club.
The activities of the year culminated in a banquet which was given at the
close of the Spring term. This was carried out in an unusually clever way by
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Hull Lane Lossing Morrow Pintal
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Der Deutsche Verein
Last fall a group of students decided to form a club for the purpose of stimu
lating interest in German customs and acquiring greater competency in con
versational German. "Der Deutsche Verein" was chosen for a name and mem
bership was opened to any student taking German.
At an early fall meeting Victor Reisig was elected president; Wendell Walker,
vice-president; Frederick Rogers, Secretary ; and Lloyd Phillips, treasurer. Four
committees—social, dramatic, literary, and musical—provided programs for the
social meetings of the club which occur once a month.
The first big party of the year was the joint party held with the French Club
at Christmas. After several Christmas carols were sung by the Men's quartette
and reports on the customs of observing Christmas in foreign countries were
given, queer little German Christmas cookies and punch were served the fifty
people present.
At the February meeting the little playlet "Rumpelstuhltzchen" was charm
ingly produced in German by Adelaide Tetzlaff as "Rumpelstuhltzchen/' Stunner
Ashton as the servant, Lloyd Phillips, the king, and Viola Sebald, the princess.
A dinner party at which Miss Zimmerman and Miss Steckleberg, the club
advisors, were guests, and a picnic were two of the spring activities of the club.
At all meetings of the club conversation is carried on entirely in German and
much benefit as well as pleasure is derived by the members through the practice.
The past year has been a very satisfactory one for the club and the twenty-five
members hope to continue next year and are planning to make it even better
than this, the first year of its existence.
MEMBERS
Reisig, Prcs. Walker, Vice-Pres. Rogers, Sec. Phillips, Treas. Zim merman, Advisor
Ashton Button Elly Gaskill
Gilman Jones Kelsey Krieger Lincoln hol
Parker A. Reisig Schuring Schwelder
Sebald Sprau Tetslaff Thompson Zaremba
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E Home Economics Club was organized for the purpose of promoting
friendship and social contact, to further the interests of Home Economics
students and to foster good fellowship among them. The membership is open
to all interested, the only requisite being the payment of dues.
In 1925 the Club became affiliated with the National Home Economics
Association.
Meetings are held every two weeks throughout the year at which times ad
dresses are sometimes given. Often a social hour follows the meeting.
The first meeting of this year was a banquet in the form of a Halloween
Party, held in the little gymnasium. Its main purpose was that of acquainting and
interesting Freshmen in Home Economics work. It was a success in every way,
about sixty being present.
Early in the fall twenty-two freshmen were initiated into the Club. To be
come a member each girl was required to secure the autographs of fifteen upper
classmen in the club on a felt hat which they wore for a week.
At Thanksgiving time the Club arranged for a basket of food sent to a needy
family in the city.
A Christmas party was given at the end of the fall term, and each member
contributed a small amount with which to buy a few gifts for the same family
to which the Thanksgiving basket had been sent.
In the winter a St. Patrick's Party was given in place of one of the usual
meetings.
During the year the club sponsored various food sales oftentimes preparing
the food themselves.
The Home Economics club took an active part in the Silver Anniversary
festivities in June. A breakfast was given for the Home Economics alumni who
had returned for the occasion. Money for the event was raised by the club.
The Home Economics Department is largely responsible for the serving of
the Men's Banquet, the Rural Progress Day luncheons, and various smaller,
similar affairs of the year. These activities demand careful co-operation on the
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Thompson, Roberts, Green. Johnson, Seymour, Van Vessen, Eitel, Kelley, Bailey, Faunce
Knatis. Middleton, Franz, Dewey, Eddy, Sergei, Waltz, Rasmussen, Harper, Moon
Abbott. Woodman, Holleman. Elsie, Hunt, Tctzloff, Stoddard. Bouwrnan
Women's League Council
ince the adoption of the new constitution a year ago, the council has existed
3 as a body separate from the cabinet. This step was taken in order that the
work of the former might supplement that of the cabinet, and also in order to
create a body consisting solely of the house presidents, now numbering about
two hundred. It was felt that in this way all women of the school might find
themselves in closer touch with the actual working of the League. This system
has been successfully worked out elsewhere and promises to be very successful
here.
Meetings are held monthly for the purpose of discussing various enterprises
that may have originated within either the cabinet or the council. The house
presidents then report to the house groups as to progress being made within the
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Staugger, Nelson, Hinds, Pohl, Shell, Johnson, White. Bennett, Schmidt, Davy
Trowbridge, Magher, Hodges, Cleveland. Thomas, Eckert, Hackenburg, McClary, MacNaughton
Kellogg, Funk, Bixby, Kline, Kresen, Nelson, Graves, Berger
council. Occasionally, too, meetings are planned as purely social functions,
taking the form of banquets or parties.
The council boasts many accomplishments for the year other than encourag
ing a co-operative feeling among the women. School spirit has been fostered by
organized yelling at the football and basketball games, at the latter of which
bleachers were reserved for the women with one of their number elected as yell
leader. New yells and songs have been initiated partially as a result of the contest
sponsored by the League as a whole. In addition the council issued a handbook
at the beginning of the year containing a detailed account of the League functions
and also contributed a curtain for use on the stage of the Women's Gymnasium.
Taken as a whole the two organizations together have made congratulatory
efforts toward establishing a feeling of unity and co-operation among the women
of the school with promise of even greater success in the future.
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Mungcr, Kline, Powell, Taylor, Bloem, Greene, Cornwall, Haase, Wellman, Tabberer, Patterson
Leighton, Rasmussen, Eaman, Olsen, Wheeler, Myers, O'Brien, Norlin, Burchett
Kresin, McCay, Molter, Powell, Bulock, Gregoire, Stanford, Van Hoeve, Wilson, Pennell
McCummings, Roeloflfs, Keyes, Belcher, Cline, Roberts, Reynolds, Hovey, Keller
Commerce Club
Hie Commerce club is composed of students who are specializing in Commerce
work. This year the number of people in the club was increased to fifty
and because of the success of the year's program a still greater growth is expected
next year.
'I he purpose of the club is to promote a social and cooperative spirit among
its members. It also has an instructive value, that of keeping its members in
touch with all the latest improvements and advances in the field of Commerce.
The meetings are held once a month. This year they were planned at the
beginning of the fall term with the aim of having each meeting different from
the others. The annual "weenie roast" on the Indian Trail started the program.
Following this was a trip to the Telephone company, a dinner meeting, a Christmas
party, an Ediphone demonstration, and several business meetings.
The State Shorthand and Typewriting contest was the main feature of the






Program Chairman Helen Klein
Publicity Helen Sorr
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Kirby, Bettega, Wickham, Johnson, Rahm, Davidson, Lyons, Nichols. Doney
Jackson, Davidson, Mead, Sergei, Wilkes, McWethey, Trudgeon, Lukins, Barber, Hartshorn
Stein, Thrapp, Thompson, Dewey, Heminger, Slater Hollo Church Finney
Spaulding. Clark, Coble, Gray, Kemp, Cummings, Shipp, Frith
Junior High Club
The Junior High Club of Western State Teachers College was organized for
everyone in the |unior High Department and any one else interested in
Junior High School Education.
This year the Club lias been earning money to add to its scholarship fund
by the selling of candy, sandwiches, and old papers. This fund was created last
year and is to be loaned to needy students in the Junior High Department.
Several instructive and interesting programs have been given this year cen
tered around the principle of individual differences. Mr. McDanield of Paw
I'aw explained "Morrison's Ideas as Applied to the Teaching of Science in the
Junior High School." A very good discussion was led by Mr. Carter when
"The Uses of Tests and Measurements in Meeting Individual Differences" was
discussed. At another meeting Miss Mason gave us many suggestions on "Home-
Room Management." This series of programs was completed by Dr. Ellis' talk
on "Adolescence."
The Club has also enjoyed several social meetings this year. In the fall
term there was a hike to Hiker's lodge at White's Lake where some of the new
members were initiated. At Christmas time there was a delightful party. The
Valentine party given in the winter was another very enjoyable event. The larg
est social event of the year was the banquet given in the spring term which con
cluded the year's activities.
OFFICERS
Wesley Doney . President
Kathryn Gray I 'ice-President
June Cowles Secretary
Oscar Sissai.a Treasurer
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Bestrom, Vanderbrook, Thomas, Lautner, Randall, Henry, Wyman, Zavit/., Schcpers, Vanderwal
Timkovich, Schrader, Nelson, Rack, Nickel, Boyle, Truesdell, Sanders, Kort
Arnold, Mallo, Nicolette, Evans, Trowbridge, Bruizeman, Brower. Bunday
The Collegiate Country Life Club
The Rural Department of Western State Teachers College has a valuable
assistant in the Collegiate Country Life Club, which is the senior member
of campus organizations and is composed of students interested in rural life and
its progress. Its purpose is to promote a clearer understanding of present rural
conditions and problems to be contended with in actual experience.
During the past year the Club sent Forest Roe, Carl P>lose, Richard Wheeler,
Mary Teusink, and Nellie Kaufman as delegates to the conference of the National
Collegiate Country Life Club and the American Country Life Association held
at Urbana, Illinois. At this meeting the out-going president, Forest Roe, gave a
report of the year's study concerning country life made by our local organization.
In intra-organization athletics the club stands high. The girls won the
championship of the girls' basketball league in the winter of 1927-28 and in
1928-29. The, boys won the championship of the baseball league in the spring
of 1927-28.
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Cadwell, Couke, Burnham, Trenary, Utter, Gordon, Neterer, Sieb, Baughman
Partridge, Hoffmeyer. Cagney, Meiers, Engle, Davey, Anstey, Witri, Herman
McCoy, Robb, Hoffman, Newcomb, Breeden, Buehler, LaNone
Last fall term fifty-two members, with the advisors, ATiss Evans and Dr.
Robinson, were the guests of the Detroit Teachers College Club at the joint
meeting of the four Country Life Clubs in Michigan.
The cooperation of the club members and of the Music. Home Economics,
and other departments of the school contributed to making the twenty-third
Rural Progress Day a successful event. This day's purpose is to promote an
understanding between the country people and the representatives of the newer
phases and institutions in rural education. Dean Albert R. Mann of the College
of Agriculture of Cornell University gave the annual Rural Progress Lecture.
In the evening 165 attended the annual Country Life Club banquet.
This organization has both social and business meetings. At the latter the
business of the Club is transacted. The social meetings bring about closer associ
ations and better understanding between students and faculty. With continued
cooperation and good leadership, it is hoped that the club will make even greater
progress during the coming year.
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Jensen, LaDow, Wickham, Todd, Anderson, Newell, Seymour, Eckert, Van Luke, Robinson
Corbus, Hurst, Tatro, Keith, Hyder, Carey, Melvin, Jarvis, Nielsen






Advisor Anna L. Evans
Johnson, Evans, Carpenter, Haystead, Sliter, Carl, DeWeerd, Merrill, Burkey, Rockwell
Tubbs, Bowers, Keeslar, Radabaugh, Anderson, Kaufman, Nelson, Johnson, Cary
Hixson, Cavender, Mulder, Wheeler, Shook, Penix, Potter, Rusling
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Rynbrandt, Palen, Vander Ven, Pierson, Millard, Jensen, Downes, Snell, Middleton
Ferris, Boyer, Clark, Daly, Pettyjohn, Russell, Bailey, McKinley
Williams, Childs, McLouth, Kenney, Kirkland, Brigham, Layne, Babcock
T
Later Elementary Club
he Later Elementary Club has been very active during the past year. Many
of Western's students have become interested in teaching in the later ele-
Holcomb, E. Sherwood, Winterhoff, J. Sherwood, Schoonmaker, Lacy, Bouwman, Pinney, Smith
Weaver, Giesa, McClary, Vanderwal, Couke, Weaver, Mainone, Buikema
Seymour, McCoy, Nicolette, Charles, Jakeway, Walker, Crosby, Franz
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Lucker, Wark, Howe, Eddy, Potts, Urtel, Meyer, Bosker, Meulman
Neely, Nicolai, Sydow, M. Sydow, Young-, Van Gilder, Bush, Kauppiner, Magnon
Taylor, Lhidroos, Brink, Holt, Coldren, Stutzman, Pohl, Campbell
mentary grades and have affiliated themselves with the organization. The mem-
bership has shown a substantial increase as a result. Students interested in this
field have found many practicable and helpful suggestions in club meetings to
take with them out in the teaching field.
The first meeting of the organization was held in October. This meeting had
for its purpose the "get acquainted" spirit and it was highly successful. This
event was a fine start in the club year. In November Miss Barton gave a vivid
account of her Western trip last summer. She illustrated events and places of
interest by slides.
The December meeting was a delightful Christmas affair. Besides enjoying
a Christmas program and the tree, a real honest-to-goodness Santa Claus distrib
uted gifts to all present. Everyone demonstrated his toy—ran races with tiny
cars, played close harmony on unusual instruments or was thrilled by the time-
honored "story of The Three Bears. The advisors staged a golf tournament but
the "birdies" were frightened away by a pop gun.
To spread the spirit of Christmas a box of toys and clothing was arranged
for a needy family. The money for this cause was raised by the proceeds from
a sandwich sale which was attended to by a committee with Mildred Mainone as
chairman.
In lanuary, an informal social hour was held with games and charades as
the attraction of the evening. Miss Ixmise Singley of the Kalamazoo Public
Library staff spoke on "Children's Books" at the February meeting. She exhib-
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Jelinek, Morris, Meyers, Van Dam, Chamberlain, Morris, Huff, Hornsby. Roberts, Veitenheimer
Garthe, Mejeur, Ferguson, Hausserman, Brown, Knatis, Todd, Girard, Bisbee, Medwed
Church, Mavety, Batitis, Young, Minar, Putnam, Witham, Van Sickler, Turner
ited some very lovely books which are popular and worthwhile with children
of the elementary grades.
A St. Patrick's Bridge party was held in March. This event differed from the
usual bridge parties in that beginners were given valuable help by the more ex
perienced players of American Society's most popular diversion.
The April party was an informal meeting with a local talent program. An
educational speaker was obtained for the May meeting. This latter meeting was
held in conjunction with the Early Elementary club and the Junior High Club in
a joint meeting. This proved to be one of the fine events of the club year. The
annual banquet in June was a fitting close to the year's work. It was the last
meeting of many of this year's graduates as members of the Eater Elementary
Club.
Much credit for the success of the club is due to the encouragement and
assistance given by the faculty advisors, the Misses Helen Campbell, Elizabeth
McOuigg, Florence McLouth and Elsie Mabee. The club was also fortunate
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Lowing, Vandenbark, Cruse, Brown, Belton, McNitt, Burns, Hinshaw, Olinger
Watson, Haight, Terry, Overtoil, Uecker, McBride, Williams, Bennett
Oliver, Bailey, Abel, Brakeman, Crosby, Pashby, Berger
Eness, Forword, Murray, Bowser, Mather, Geminder, Cross
The Early Elementary Club
pE Early Elementary Club has been the largest organization on the campus
JL for many years. The year 1928-29 has evidenced the steady progress which
the club is making, both socially and; educationally. A very successful method of
organization was introduced. This divided the club into six groups under the
direction of a leader. Each group in turn had charge of a meeting. Many very
delightful programs were given.
The extent of the educational activities of the club has been wide and varied.
Miss Singley, head of the children's public library, spoke to the club during Book
Week. She introduced to us many of the newer works in the child's field of
literature. Miss Eleanor Troxell, Early Elementary supervisor in the Kalamazoo
public schools, spoke of her teaching experience which was of great interest to
Fagc Two Hundred Seventy-four
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Harvey, Luck, Walters, Giles, Landaal, Krebbs, Boekhout, Summerlott, O'Brien
Foster, Caldwell, Michael, Hickin, Feeney, Sharp, Vink, Grieve
Waldron, Allen, Hardy, McClintic, Davy, Pashby, Blavascunnas
Pelletier, Kreager, Case, Shepard, Alleger, Juckett, Taylor
the members of the club. Members of the early elementary faculty have also
contributed to programs.
The interest taken in the welfare of children was shown by the presentation
of twenty cots to the Richland kindergarten. The club has also donated book
covers to the Women's League room.
The spring term included many of the club's important events. The Hard
Times Party; the Mother's Day Flower Sale, the proceeds of which went to the
Fannie Ballou memorial fund; the annual picnic; and the Silver Anniversary
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Van Laar, Crego, Cronin, Barnum. Gilchrist, Stockdale, Davey, Glossinger, Whitbeck
Kremer, DeWitt, Purvis, Luney, Leppard, Bronson, Spink, Barnes, Westgate, Bennett
Leak, Rundio, Kelley, Hamm, Ayers, Andrews, Rathburn, Cameron, Schreimer
Richardson, Ammerman, Kritt, Bromley, MacNaughton, Tenhopen, German, Brazee
ADVISORS
Mrs. Campbell Mrs. Phillips
Miss Coppens
Garratt, Spitler, Walker, Jensen, Vaple, Williams, Sixma, Reincke, Richards, Burlingame, Butler
Coon, Godfrey, Roush, Holmes, Towne, Shulters, Hull, Obenauf, Christie, Engle
Dressel, Newcomb, Salisbury, Moore, Schrader, McCuen, Poole, Buttleman, Ives, Wilcox
Thomas, Brehm, Bayley, Weston, Clark, Russell, Ball, Wilcox
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Weaver, Harrsen, Dutt, Kennedy, Meyer, Levine, Floutz, Trimpe
Clegg, Henry, Den Herder, White, Seekamp, Jennerjohn, Bookholder, Ehle
Beilfuss, Calkins, Martin, Scholm, Evans, Czuchna, Pullin, Pintal
Manual Arts Union
The Manual Arts Union had its origin on Western's campus this year. It is
an outgrowth of the old Manual Arts Club but it was formed to include
more students interested in Manual Arts work than the preceding organization
..-..-..'. . ,J
o
Williams, Reynolds, Grein, Van Single, Weinberg, F. Pintal, Howe, Ghainer, Hannan, Sapala
Rowley, Jacobson, Dingier, Olin, McWethy, Leach, Thomas, Wersen, Doney
Sherwood, Ewing, Dunlop, Flower, Mumby, Coleman, Eagelton, Woods
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Brown, Dooley, Morrison, Rench, Drodt, Lattimer, Sumerix, Lewis, Doll, Suchovsky
Sheline, Couke, Lamoreaux, Sharp, Berg, Davis, Husselman, Van Wezel, Klaiss, Donley
Bartels, Clark, Borgerding, Nichols, Dixon, Moore, Holtforth, Marks, Sobleskey
did. Its aims are largely the same as those of the Manual Arts Club but it is
designed to serve all students in the department.
Although membership is no longer based on a high scholastic rating, yet
good scholarship is encouraged. At the end of each school year prizes of sub
stantial nature are awarded the three students earning the greatest number of
honor points in the department. This scholarship rating is a fine feature of
the Union.
During the past year the Union has been one of the most active organiza
tions on the campus. Several banquets for the members have been given through
out the year. Some leader in Manual Arts work, either in actual shop work or
in the teaching profession, has been engaged to speak at each such function.
Many practical slants on Manual Arts work have been gotten.
The annual "Open House," held the latter part of the Spring term, was a
unique event. At this time the public was invited to observe the students at
work. At every machine and every bench a student was stationed who gladly
answered questions relative to his particular assignment.
The last banquet of the year was the Alumni Banquet held at the Park-
American Hotel. This was unusually successful in that large numbers of alumni
were back for the Silver Anniversary Celebration.
OFFICERS
Adolphus Drapeau President
Arthur Alquist I 'ice-President
Alva Moore Secretary
Claire Floutz Treasurer











Maloney, Streeter, Hunter, Avars, Fitzsimmons, Liljegren, Hinds, Sheldon
Moulthrop, Wiles, Hartshorn, Abbott, Thrasher, Lininger, Yinger, Wemesfelder
Harrington, Sturr, Burke, Haas, Michael, Crosby
Spanish Club
Al.i. students who are either enrolled in a Spanish class during the current year
or who have previously taken Spanish at Western are eligible for mem
bership in the Spanish Club.
When the club was formed in 1928 the system of dividing into four groups,
each group pursuing a definite type of Spanish learning or custom, was adopted.
At the beginning of the year each member may join the group studying that in
which he is most interested. Each group meets bi-monthly and once a month
the four groups hold a joint meeting.
fn order to learn to judge music typical of Spain the music group studies
Spanish songs. "Ay! Ay! Ay!," "A La Orilla De Un Palmar,'' "Annapola,"
"Peyura," and several others are famous Spanish songs studied during the year.
The literature group learns much about Spain by studying its contemporary
literature as well as its epic writing.
Students desiring adventure often join the social corresepondence group for
members of this group correspond with South American students. Uesides being
very interesting and instructive, the foreign letters which are received are often
very romantic.
Several times the play group, which studies and dramatizes the Spanish
drama, presented plays at the monthly meetings.
OFFICERS
Cecil Yinger President
Alden Bierman / 'ice-President
Leona Crosby Secretary
Ralph Starring Treasurer
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Brouwer, O'Brien, Bisbee, Eddy, Jelinek, Edmondson, Wade
Miljevick, Ridout, Heminger, McCoy, Gray, Greene, Coon
Ribe, Kritt, Van Horn, Campbell, Nickel, Bowser
Book Review Club
|pE Book Review Club is one of the newcomers this year into Western's
Jl_ campus organizations. It is a literary club that makes a special study of
contemporary literature. Its members are keen enthusiasts of literature of all
languages. They propose to keep abreast of the times by reading modern books
and contributing of their readings to the rest of the club for their pleasure.
Numerous interesting programs have been enjoyed during the year. The
literatures of England, France and Russia particularly have been studied and
reviewed. It is a fascinating study, indeed, to note the contributions of the vari
ous countries to that which is worthwhile in the literary world. To discuss
literary contributions adequately it was found expedient and wise to limit the
membership to thirty members. This quota was reached the first year. The
Book Review Club has a membership in the Field library and is kept in current
touch with what is new in the literary field.
The social life of the organization has not been neglected. The first im
portant event of the club's social calendar was the initiation of new members at
a grab-bag party. Throughout the year several bridge parties were held. The
outstanding event of the year was the banquet held, at the Y. W. C. A. the last
part of the winter term in which the new members were welcomed.
Much credit is due the faculty advisors, Miss Mary Little, and Miss Ruth
Van Horn, who sponsored the club in its first year of existence. The Book
Review Club has earned its place among the organizations of Teachers College.
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Wade, Bosch, Barnhill, Hauer, Tubbs, Gordon, Timkovich
Fry, Phelps, Weed, Ghainer, Endsley, Bestrom
Nash, Shuravleff, Williams, Fly, Reisig
Y. M. G. A.
Since 1917 the Young Men's Christian Association has been one of Western's
active organizations. It aims at the development of a well rounded person
ality in all of its members in order that they may be prepared to take part in
the life of the community in which they reside.
The programs of the weekly meetings consist of lectures by outside speakers,
musical concerts, and discussions. Each year the club provides for "mixers"
which are largely attended. This year the members took an active part in intra
mural athletics.
The Y. M. C. A. by sending men to the national conference at Lake Geneva,
by sending delegates to state conferences, and by its deputation work provides
splendid opportunity for individual development in Christian leadership.
OFFICERS
President Harry Exdsley
Vice-President David Tex Have
Treasurer Kenneth Barnhill
Secretary Harvey Hauer
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Wood Weaver
Drodt. Harrsen, Sanderson, Borgerding, Clark, Schoenberg
Phelps, Sherwood, Pullin, Rench, Soblesky
Archery Club
Archery, that aged but ever fascinating sport, is one of the many minor
sports which are in existence on Western's campus. The Archery Club is
directly responsible for this recreational pastime at the Teachers College.
The club meets once a week in the Manual Arts Building where time is
spent in the making of equipment. This building is an ideal place for this form
of recreation. Thus Western's Modern "Robin Hood and his men of the forest"
meet the year round.
The aims of the Archery Club are to promote interest among Western's
students in Archery and to instruct its members in the technique of "tackle"
making. It further aims to stimulate an interest in a sport which can serve as
a source of genuine enjoyment all through one's life.
In many high schools of Michigan today, archery is one of the extra-cur
ricular activities found. In training students on the campus in the technique of
archery, the club is giving a service measured not only in the enjoyment it affords
an individual but a practical experience that can be taken hito the teaching field.
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Wood, Wendel, Godin, Braendle, White, Olin, Redmond, Hall, Potts. Clark
Jones, Newton, Rexford, Miljevich, Kirby, Noble, Finlayson, Munro, Warshefski
Avery, Cline, Ruell, Boese, Perry, Newton, Eitel, Nowicki
Wood, Tetzlaff, Murphy, Mullen, Lott, Vanden Berg, Morse, Hall
The Dance Club
The Dance Club was organized in the fall of 1928. The purpose of the
organization is to give those women of Western who are particularly inter
ested in dancing an opportunity to meet together for further study in character,
clog, interpretative and folk dancing. Once or twice a year reports are prepared
and presented by the members for the pleasure of the group.
In order to keep the organization informal the membership has been limited
to forty. In the fall there was an open house meeting, from this group thirty
were elected to become pledges. A delightful dinner was given early in the
spring at which time those serving pledgeships became members. Miss Laura
Shaw, the guest of the evening, spoke to the group on the "Art of Make-Up."
The club enjoyed cooperating with the Women's Physical Education Associ
ation in presenting a few dance numbers on the "Vodvil" program put on during
the winter term.
The main interest of the year program was the study of the Pageant with
the developing and producing of the dance numbers. The pageant was part of
the celebration of the 25th Anniversary of Western State Teachers College.




Esther Vanden Berg / 'ice-President
Mary Murphy Secretary and Treasurer
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Newton, Freeburn, Holmes, Braendle, Murphy, Godin,
Van Vessem, Cline, Rexford, Spear, Tetzlaff
Ruell, Morse, Redmond, Perry, Miljevich, Kirby, Finlayson, Smith, Munro, Newton, Lott
McConnell, Hoover, Boese, Buchanan, Hall, Ford, Usborne, Vanden Berg, Jones, Noble
Women's Physical Education Association
The Physical Education Association was organized eight years ago for the
purpose of stimulating a more intelligent appreciation in the work of physical
education. The membership was opened to anyone having an interest in this work.
The program for the year of 1928 and '29 was a most successful one because
of the big things it accomplished, and a most enjoyable one because of the great
deal of interest and entertainment it afforded. Much of the time was spent in
the raising of funds for, and the erecting of, a "shack" on the Kleinstuck Res
ervation. These funds were raised through the numerous sales sponsored by the
different classes ; through alumnae contributions ; and, by a paying performance
of vaudeville. This vaudeville was held in the Women's Gymnasium on March
6. The planning, erecting and furnishing of the building was completed during
the spring term.
At some of the interesting meetings, were: Miss Messner, who has charge
of the Medical Gymnastics at the Kellogg Sanitarium, gave an excellent illustrated
lecture on Posture; Mr. Adelbert Pulling, Director of Camp Craft and Canoeing
for the mid-west, who spoke on "Camp Craft" ; Miss Curtis, assistant Director of
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Howell, Scott, Warshefski, McDowell, Hoeksema, Potts, Elkins, OHn, Waisanen, Burke
Boekeloo, Andrews, Wallace, Hamilton, Miller, Creen, Opal, McDermott, Merson
Wiese, Willitts, Vander Brook, Hinckley, White, Brant, Negus, Downes
Nowicki, Clark, Wendel, Baughman, Moore, Fouts, Hall
the Michigan Department of Physical Education, who led a discussion on physical
education; and, Mr. W. G. Robinson, district representative of the National
Playground and Recreation Association, who gave a most enjoyable talk on
"Playgrounds."
The entertainments held throughout the year by the association, were of
various forms. They were: A get-acquainted steak roast, at which time the "Big
Sister" movement was adopted; a home-coming chocolate; a winter sports party;
a Fall house party at Gull Lake; and a housewarming in the Spring.
OFFICERS
President Gertrude Van Vessen




Miss Hussey Miss Botte
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Pathways
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This is the word that year by year
While in her place the School is set
For every one of her sons must hear,
And none that hears it dare forget.
This they all zvith a joyful mind
Bear througli life like a torch in flame.
And falling fling to the host behind—





Tins being the Silver Anniversary Year of Western State, it is pleasant to look
back and see the progress and accomplishments of athletics at our school
since their inception. Athletics had their beginning in a crude form in 190? but
it was not until 1907 that a trained coach was obtained. Outstanding high schools
formed the large bulk of competition until 1910 when only teams of college
standing were scheduled. During the period from 1907 to 1922 William H.
Spaulding. one of the outstanding stars of the famous "Little Giants" of Wabash
College, Indiana, piloted Western's athletic hopes. Viewing it solely from vic
tories won, the years 1914 to 1917 were the greatest in Western's history but
since that time stronger teams from larger colleges have been played.
The past year has been a successful one in all branches of athletics. A ma
jority of games have been won by the teams representing all of the major sports.
This is a fine record in that such teams as Lombard and Michigan "B" were met
in football; Loyola, Ohio Wesleyan, and Valparaiso in basketball; and Notre
Dame, Michigan, U. of Chicago, and Coe College in baseball. Western's track
teams entered the Ohio and Drake relays and captured places at both of them.
The two-mile relay team won first place at the Ohio Relays for the third con
secutive time and set a new record for the event. Western has shown marked
athletic prowess the past twenty-five years. We turn our attention to a future
which holds vast potentialities.












The Athletic Board is composed of the Registrar (chairman ex-officio), two
faculty members appointed by the President, two student representatives
chosen by the Student Council, the captains of the major sports teams, and the
athletic coaches. This board was created as a means of supervising the various
athletic activities of the school, and has taken over the work that was formerlv
performed by the coaches and special committees. Under its jurisdiction come
such matters as eligibility, the sanctioning of awards, and tentative schedules.
The following people have served on the Athletic Board during the yast year.
Registrar John C. Hoekje Chairman
Dr. William McCracken Faculty Representative
Mr. H. D. Corbus Faculty Representative
Judson Hyames Baseball Coach
Earl Martineau Football and Track Coach
Herbert Read Basketball Coach
Wayne Nester Basketball Captain
Dan McCarty Baseball Captain
Harold Cass Student Representative
Arthur Alquist Student Representative
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Varsity Football






26 Chicago "Y" College 0
Ferris 0
Lombard 14
Detroit City College 0
Western 6 Michigan "B" 0
Western 9 Ypsilanti 18




Gary (Line Coach), Smith (Manager), Nickel, Morningstar, Pembroke,
Conley, Seborg, Martineau (Coach), Ellingson (Trainer)
Strockis, Welbes, Johnson, L. Reynolds, French, Evans, O. Reynolds, Harrsen
Malone, Corbat, Frankoski, Lear, Hagadone, Cornell, Guenther, Williams, Barnhill
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Barxhili., Backfield
Conley, Backfield
FACING a tough schedule
with the loss of seven
veterans through gradua
tion and with injuries and inel-
igibility taking several more,
coach Martineau was forced to
open the season with a lineup
containing many men with little
experience in varsity competi
tion.
Chicago "Y" College was met
in the season's opener and had
little to offer in the way of op
position. Western winning 26-0.
The Western attack, though
somewhat effective, lacked
smoothness and versatility, but
the game brought out much
promising material for later de
velopment. Frendt, Corbat. Se-
•
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borg, and Strockis turned in
touchdowns, with Frendt adding
a couple of points after the
score.
Ferris Institute, of Big Rap
ids, brought a flashy and in
spired eleven to battle the
Brown and Gold in the second
skirmish. Tonkin, the diminu
tive star of the upstate team,
was out-gained by Frendt, who
scored all of his team's four
teen points. The doughty Red
and White outfit put up a game
battle but succumbed to the su
perior play of the Martineau
eleven. The first score came
shortly after an 85-yard kick
by Barnhill. Frendt took the
ball over again after Western
Lvans, Jackie ]
Frankoski, Cent
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Frendt, Backficld
had recovered a fumble deep in
Ferris territory.
An old tartar in the form of
Lombard college, of Galesburg,
Illinois, was next on the sched
ule. The invaders brought a
team of seasoned veterans but
they were forced to the limit to
take a 14-0 decision. After
outplaying the Olive throughout
the first half, Western seemed
to weaken and Lombard, led by
the elusive "Shorty" Nickals,
snatched the victory. Western's
drive, though strong in mid-
field, faded within the shadow
of the enemy goalposts. The
absence of Frendt, who was
injured in the Ferris encoun
ter, weakened the home
front.
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Western won its first Michi
gan Collegiate Conference game
the following week by burying
Detroit City College 45-0 on
Roosevelt field in Detroit. The
Brown and Gold backs ran
through the Motor City team at
will, while the defense smoth
ered every Detroit threat.
Frendt was again the star of
the game, turning in several
long runs for touchdowns. Mar-
tineau gave the entire squad a
chance and was rewarded with
some brilliant performances.
Frendt and Lear each scored
twice while Malone, Conley and
Pembroke also lugged the oval
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The annual Home coming
day found the Michigan "B"
team here for the feature game
of the season. After a see-saw
battle throughout the first three
periods with neither team show
ing an advantage, Western sud
denly unleashed a belated at
tack which carried the ball to
the Michigan 20-yard line.
After three plays had failed to
gain and scarcely a minute left
to play, Pembroke tossed a pass
into the waiting arms of Owen
Reynolds across the goal line.
Final score Western 6, Michi
gan 0.
Western then travelled to
Ypsilanti to help the Green and
White celebrate their home-
Malone, Backfield
Morningstar, Backfield
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coming. The Western 60-piece
band and a delegation of over
five hundred rooters accompan
ied the team.
Ypsilanti grabbed an early
lead when they scored after re
covering a fumble near the
Western goal line. Western
came back with two points
shortly after when the forwards
broke thru and downed the run
ner in back of his own goal.
Early in the third quarter Harr-
sen crashed through and
blocked a punt, and scooped up
the ball and dashed over the
goal line. Frendt kicked goal,
putting Western ahead 9-6.
Ypsi always threatened but
failed to score until late in the
Pe m broke, Backfield
Reynolds, Tackle
(). Reynolds, I'.nd
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Seborg, Guard
last period when Boyd tossed a
long pass to Stites. The home
team scored against just before
the final gun when Morrow
took a short pass and outran
the Western secondary for the
last touchdown. Ypsilanti 18,
Western 9.
The game with Central State
was the season's finale and also
decided the runner-up in the M.
C. C. race. Playing in a sea of
mud and a blinding snow storm,
Western handed the Central ag
gregation a thorough 19-0
thrashing. Barnhill counted
first on a reverse play from the
5-yard line. A pass, Pembroke
to Frendt accounted for the
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second touchdown while Mor-
ningstar took the ball over on a
triple pass behind the line in
the third quarter.
The game marked the close
of the gridiron careers of "Bill"
Lear, "Al" Strockis, "Dick"
Corbat, and "Swede" Reynolds,
a quartet of veterans who gave
their best in defense of their
Alma Mater.
With a large number of let-
termen returning, plus some
promising material from the
Freshman team coming up, the
prospects for a winning team
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Freshman Football
Western had one of the best freshman football teams in the state although
they lost two of their four games. Under the tutelage of John Gill, the
yearlings developed into an aggregation which will no doubt contribute heavily to
the varsity squad next year.
The Freshmen opened their season against the University of Detroit first
year team. The Detroiters managed to push over a couple of touchdown^ in the
second half to gain a hard earned 14-0 victory.
Coach Gill then took his team to Grand Rapids to play the Junior College.
The home team, though they were heavy favorites, were barely able to squeeze
out a 9-7 decision. The green shirts showed a marked improvement in every
department.
Muskegon Junior College provided but a practice session for the yearlings,
as every man on the squad took part in the 36-7 walk-away. The Frosh displayed
a clever aerial attack which the Sawdust City crew could not check.
Alma College then sent a first year eleven which was undefeated in the
M. I. A. A. but the visitors found the local freshmen played a superior brand of
football and absorbed a 19-0 reverse. Although the game was played in a driving
rainstorm, Western completely outclassed the opposition in every quarter and





Grill (Coach), Rowe. Tubbs, Wolf, Johnson, Conrad, White, Gary, Edgecomb, Lacrone,
O'Shea, Wormsbacher, Overtoil, Beebe, Greene, Ruggles, Yack, Wersen (Manager)
Althoff, Peck, Smalley, Wolfe, Mackay, Trumbull, Schrier, Harper,
Hiller, Watrick, Hobeck, Hudnut, Sager, Beilby, Pilon
Larson, Brown, Wynn, Winkel, Corbat, Meier, Combs (Captain),
Banner, Balmer, Pellegron, Tracy, Benninson, Moore



































Detroit City College 35
Northern Normal 27
Detroit City College 33
Ypsilanti • 27
Valparaiso 31
Ellingson (Trainer), Seborg, Wolfe, Taveggia, Read (Coach)
Strockis, Byrum, Nester (Captain), O. Grein, P. Grein




WITH only four members
of last year's varsity re
turning Coach "Buck"
Read was forced to draw heav
ily from his sophomore talent.
Captain Nester, Otto Grein,
and Taveggia were the veterans
returning along with Seborg,
Wolfe and Strockis, who again
donned their basketball togs
after a year's layoff. Paul
Grein and Byrum were the new
men promoted to the varsity
lineup from last year's fresh
man team.
Western began activities as
usual by meeting an all star
alumni team in the first game.
The "Old Grads" showed flash
es of form but couldn't stand
the pace and gave up, 37-22.
Hope College, of Holland,
officially opened the season at
the Hilltop gymnasium but the
Dutchmen proved no match for
the speedy Readmen and top
pled, 44-21.
Ohio Wesleyan then proceed
ed to wreck the Western com
binations by wading through
-
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the Hilltoppers defense to score
a lop-sided, 52-34 victory.
Coach Read then took the
team on a four-day road trip
but the boys got oft* on the
wrong foot and dropped a
loosely played game to Val
paraiso the first night out.
36-34.
They showed a complete re
versal of form the following
night, however, by outclassing
Lake Forrest 36-16 but slumped
again against Lombard and
dropped a 40-25 decision.
Loyola University. Chicago,
and Western clashed the fol
lowing night at the Windy
City, in what proved to be the
classic of the season. The Chi-
cagoans managed to eke out a
33-31 triumph after three furi
ous overtime periods.
Manchester, an old rival, was
next on the schedule and the
Hoosiers' fell 38-33 before some
classy long range shooting by
the invading Readmen.
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O. Grein, Center
L aptmn-Elect
I P. Grein, Forward
open the Michigan Collegiate
Conference schedule. The vis
itors overcame a six-point han
dicap at the half to carry home
a 27-25 victory.
Manchester then paid a re
turn visit, but found the Brown
and Gold again in form and
were sent back under a 45-35
smarting.
Western then traveled to
Mount Pleasant to battle the
league leading Central quintet.
The Readmen played mediocre
basketball and lost 31-25.
Ferris Institute provided little
more than a workout and was
smothered 44-17 at Big Rapids
the following evening.
The unbeaten Loyola quintet
of Chicago put on a clever ex
hibition in their return game
here to win 32-20.
Ypsilanti was no match for a
rejuvenated Western combina
tion which ran over the Green
and White in dealing out a 39-
26 humiliation.
Detroit City College, last
year's M. C. C. winner, also
ran into trouble on the Hilltop
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and took a 40-35 reverse.
Out of the frozen Upper Pen
insula came Northern State.
The invaders staged a great fin
ish but were on the short end of
a 31-27 score at the final whistle.
Western won its third
straight Conference game by
upsetting Detroit 36-33 with a
thrilling rally in the closing
minutes.
The Detroit fracas left West
ern and Ypsilanti deadlocked in
second place in the M. C. C.
with the deciding game to be
played on the latter's floor. It
was neck and neck all the way
with Western on top 31-27 at
the final gun.
Valparaiso closed the season
and the Hoosiers spoiled a nice
winning streak by tossing in
enough long shots to edge out
a 31-27 verdict. It was the last
game for* Captain Nester and
Strockis, who graduate in June.
Otto Greiji, the Captain-elect
for next year, was the team's
leading scorer, finishing a close
second in the M. C. C.
Taveggia, Forward
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Freshman Basketball
western's 1929 yearling basketball team, under the tutelage of John Gill,
kept the spotless record of Western's freshman cage teams intact by win
ning all of their eight games. Fifteen straight victories is the present record of
Western's first year teams in the two years the Freshman ruling has been enforced.
The Green Shirts picked out Grand Rapids Junior College for their first
victim and upset them, 35-30, after being doped to lose by a big margin, as the
Furniture City team had scored decisions over some of the leading teams in the
M. I. A. A. The boys took their second game from the Michigan State Frosh in
a nip and tuck affair at the Capitol City, 30-25.
The Gillmen then celebrated their first performance on the Hilltop floor at
the expense of the Ypsilanti yearlings who were snowed under 59-20 in a pre
liminary fracas. Detroit City College was the next assignment and the Motor
City team met the same fate 35-20 after leading at halftime. The following week
the Brown and Gold juniors paid their respects to the Tartar Frosh at the State
Metropolis and carried off a 46-23 triumph after a mediocre start.
Grand Rapids Junior absorbed their second setback at the hands of Western
on the Hilltop hardwood in the next fracas 33-20. The Bosmen were never in the
game but rallied weakly at the finish. The frosh then copped the M. C. C. Fresh
man title at Ypsilanti by leaving town with a 43-27 verdict under their belt.
The yearlings closed the season by nosing out the strong Michigan State
frosh 28-25. The Lansing team set up an early lead but the Green crowded
them out before the intermission and managed to cling to their margin until the
final gun although the losers staged a gallant rally in the closing minutes.
Gill (Coach), Wormsbacher, Witinko, Gary, Sorenson, Pellegron, Overtoil
Ackerman, Den Herder, Althoff, Miller, Mackay

































Hyames (Coach), WyHe (Trainer), Muma, Strockis, Knoertzer ( Manager)
McCarty, Johnson, Maas. Weybright, Waters, Cornell
Corbat, Roe, Van Lewen, Ncster (Captain), Hagen, Olendorf, Kimball
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Maher, Asst. Coach
HOPE College, Western's
traditional "o pcne r,"
came to the Hilltop early
in April just as the weather
man began doling out some
warm sunshine. The "Dutch
men" had a fair club but were
unable to solve the pitching of
any one of Western's three
hurlers, and succumbed 10-1.
Chicago University turned
the tables on Western the fol
lowing week and handed the
Hyamesmen a 10-2 drubbing.
Western got as many hits as
the Big Ten team but failed
miserably in the box, passing
out ten bases on balls.
Hyames , then took his men
on a three game trip into In
diana and Illinois, meeting
Notre Dame in the first game.
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Nkstkr, Third Base
Captain
Part of the game was played in
a snow-storm and in frigid
temperature. "Dick" Corbat,
pinch-hitting in the ninth, start
ed a three run rally which fell
two runs short of tieing the
Irish. Final score Notre Dame
13, Western 11.
St. Viators of Kankakee, Il
linois, was the next opponent
and made use of the "breaks" in
a free for all, winning 12-7.
The final stop was Lake For
rest, Western winning 4-2 in a
well played contest featured by
the stellar hurling of "Lefty"
Kimball, the ace of the Brown
and Gold staff.
"Bob" Hagen took the mound
against Adrian the following
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Weybright. Outfield
i it <^fiMi. If
Roe, Outfield
Two days later West Virginia
invaded the Hilltop diamond.
The visitors set up an early
lead but Western evened the
count in the late innings, only
to see the Mountaineers drive
Kimball from the box in the
tenth to win 8-5.
Adrian again fell before Ha-
gen's slants in a pitcher's battle
at Adrian and Juddy then
marched his troupe back across
the state to open the Michigan
Collegiate Conference season at
Ypsilanti. Kimball was again
invincible and blanked the
Green and White 6-0. One hit
was the sum total taken from
his offerings while Western
sewed up the game with a
powerful finish.
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The second Conference game
was played at Mt. Pleasant the
next week and the Centralites
toppled 3-1. "Effie" Johnson's
circus catch of Pulkiner's foul,
with the bases full in the ninth,
broke up the Central rally. A
single error marred the West
ern defense.
St. Viators, primed for an
other hitting bee, arrived for
the return engagement. "Al"
Strockis, a new find in the
flinging corps, south-pawed the
Catholics to death for eight in
nings until he lost control in the
final frame and a walk and a
hit, coupled with two errors,
tied the count. For five more
innings Strockis held the vis
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Olkndorf, Outfield
his mates curled up hefore
Walska, the St. Viator flinger,
hut the Western infield cracked
in the fourteenth and the oppo
sition pushed across a trio of
markers, to win 5-2.
The Hyames men then re
deemed themselves against Chi
cago Y. M. C. A. College by
pounding out a 21-2 victory.
Hagen held the Chicagoans hit-
less until the seventh. Van
Lewen hit the first ball pitched
for a home run.
Ferris Institute took a double
pasting the following Saturday,
dropping the morning game 7-1
and the final 7-5. Strockis and
Maas were the winning pitch-
-
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ers. Facing Central State with
the M. C. C. Pennant at stake.
Hyames left it up to Kimball
to turn the trick. "Lefty" re
sponded with a sparkling one-
hit performance, whitewashing
the Central crew 4-0. Roe and
Captain Nester banged out
triples.
A heavy rainstorm prevented
the return game with Ypsilanti
and the Hilltoppers hooked up
with an all-star alumni team in
the season's finale. The old
stars lived up to their name
and gave the varsity a little les
son in baseball. Harvey Free
man '21 toyed with the batters
while his cohorts accounted for
a 4-1 triumph.
Van Lewen, Outfield
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Anderson (Manager), Todd, Taylor, Fry, Walters,
Tracy, Wormsbachcr, Boone, Rasmussen, Maher (Coach)
Jarvis, Johnson, Decker, Violetta, Van Duren, Magwood. Blackney, Mackay
Larrimer, Lockwood, Gerhardt, Cooper, Ragen, Alleger, Stilec, Pray
Freshman Baseball
Last year being the first that the Freshman ruling was in effect at Western,
the yearling diamond squad was unable to find collegiate competition for
a complete schedule. However, Coach Charles Maher developed an aggregation
which bids fair to place several men in this year's varsity line-up.
The Frosh started the season none too impressively by dropping their initial
contest to the crack Battle Creek High School team 6-4. They showed slight im
provement in defeating Detroit Northwestern in a hectic exhibition 18-17. the
following week. Although the hitting was quite up to par the pitching staff was
slow getting into shape.
The return game with Battle Creek was pulled out of the fire by a ninth
inning rally after the home team had led throughout most of the game. The
Crickets saw a three run lead wiped out to lose 9-7. Mackay and Blackney
clouted home runs.
Ypsilanti Frosh were given a four run lead in the opening frame when
Saltzer hit a home run with the bases loaded but they failed to dent the rubber
again while Western, led by Lockwood and Allegar, counted six times. Pray
and Gerhardt formed the winning battery, the former holding the Ypsi juniors
hitless after a shaky first inning.
Numerals were awarded to the following:
Russell Allegar, George Cooper, Lloyd Lockwood, Willard Blackney, Charles
Stilec, Malcolm Mackay, Sec Violetta, Paul Gerhardt. Hilan Pray, James Tracey.
Robert Decker. Clifton Ragen, Clifford Magwood and Richard Larrimer.




Drake Relays—Third place in two-mile relay.
Ohio Relays—First place in two-mile relay.
State Intercollegiate Meet—Third place.
Michigan Collegiate Conference Meet—Second place.
Western 107 - Adrian 21.
Western 62 - Ypsi 73.
Indoor Track
Illinois Relay Carnival—Fourth place two-mile relay.
Michigan State Relays—Five firsts.
Central Intercollegiate Meet—Ninth place.
Western 52 - Ohio Wesleyan 52.
Western 52^ - Ypsi SV/2
Teeters, Van Mere, Smith, Gaines, Dutt, Cushman, Evans, Fisher, Ferguson, Martineau (Coach)
Trautman, Barnhill, White. Koster, Murphy, Brooks, English, Lundquist, Titus







her 1928 outdoor track
season when our two-
mile relay team captured third
honors against a fast field at
the Drake Relays. The Hilltop
team held the lead until the
start of the final half mile.
A week later the same team
annexed first honors in the col
lege division of the Ohio relays.
The Brown and Gold team
stepped the double mile in 8.29
which was excellent time as the
track was soaked with water.
Western opened her dual
meet schedule on May 5 when
we swamped the down-state
Adrian team 107-21. ■'Bill"
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Loving was the high point man
of the meet, garnering 15 points,
and Barnhill, Ferguson, and
Gaines turned in 10 points
apiece. The down-staters were
no match for the local thin-
clads and the local team lead
from the first event.
The Hilltoppers did not fare
so well in the State track meet,
only copping third place. Mich
igan State was first, with Mich
igan State Normal second and
Western third. Gaines captured
first Jn the broad jump and
"Bill" Loving won the 120-
yard high hurdles. Van Mere
placed third in the two-mile,
and Barnhill brought home
fourth honors in the discus.
Ypsi squeezed out a ten point
victory on June 2, in the annual
dual meet held in the Michigan








State Normal city. Ferguson
copped the 220 and placed third
in the century. "Bill" Loving
annexed first honors in his spe
cialties, the 120-yard high hur
dles, and he also tied for first
in the high jump, with "Eddie"
Gaines, who lead the pack in
the quarter-mile.
A week later the well bal-
anced Ypsi track team copped
the Michigan Collegiate Con
ference meet held here with 71
5/6 points. Western State was
second with Detroit City Col
lege third with 36 1/3 and Cen
tral State fourth with 16 1/3
markers. Walter Rogers, the
Western State 880 ace, broke
the Hilltop half-mile record
when he stepped it in 1:59.1.
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Rogers won the only Western
blue ribbon.
The thin-clads- closed their
season when Coach Martineau
took a few of his spiked spe
cialists to Chicago to compete
in the National Inter-collegiate
meet at Chicago.
INDOOR TRACK
The Hilltoppers track squad
came from behind to tie the
strong Ohio Wesleyan squad at
52 all. The Brown and Gold
thin-clads scored a slam in the
high jump and then ran away
from the Bishops in the relay.
The Ohio school took five
firsts, four seconds and five
thirds. Western garnered four
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Ba r n h i ll, Weigh ts
Ypsi again nosed out the
Hilltoppers but this time by on
ly one point when the two
teams clashed at Ann Arbor,
52y2-5iy2. Norman Dutt won
the 440, Gaines lead the field in
the half-mile and Van Mere
won the two-mile. Hackle and
Loving; tied for first in the high
jump and Barnhill won the
shot.
Our tracksters made a credit
able showing at the annual
Michigan State Relay Carnival
held at East Lansing, winning
two relays and three firsts in
the special events. Western's
880-yard team and our Fresh
man 880-yard relay squad won
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won both the 40-yard high hur
dles and the 40-yard low hur
dles and Hackle annexed first
honors in the high jump when
he fell a half an inch short of
breaking the carnival record.
Western took ninth in the
Central Intercollegiate meet at
South Bend. Gaines placed
second in the broad jump and
Hackle tied for second in the
high jump. Our medley relay
placed fourth.
Our indoor season closed
when our two-mile relay team
captured fourth honors in the
Illinois Relays. Our mile relay
squad also placed in the money
with fourth honors.
Rogers, Half-mil
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Fisher Gaines Evans Rogers
Two Mile Relay Team
Western State's two mile relay team, blue ribbon winners in the Ohio, and
Cleveland Relays, is one of the highest ranking double mile squads of col
lege class in the country. The team was composed of Gaines, Evans, Rogers,
and Fisher.
Last season the squad splashed their way to victory in the Ohio Relays to
win their second consecutive triumph in the college class. Previous to their
two mile victory at Columbus the quartet had annexed first honors in the Cleve
land Relay and placed third in the Drake Relays.
Three of the quartet are again in school this year and there are several good
eight-eighty yard men to fill in the vacancy left by "Walt" Rogers. Much is
expected of this quartet when the out-door season opens as they will return to
Ohio and Drake to defend their honors.
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Smith, Brown, Sheldon, McGuire, Murphy, Morrow
Gross Country Team
'estern State's cross country team opened their season by copping second
place in the Michigan Collegiate Conference meet held at Ypsilanti. Ypsi
placed first with a perfect team score of 15 points. Western second with 55 points
and Detroit City College third with 61 points. "Ken" Brown placed ninth and
was the first Western man to finish.
The following Saturday the Hilltoppers again placed second to Ypsilanti
in the state inter-collegiate meet held at East Lansing. Captain Myron Smith
lead the field to the tape capturing the individual state title but the rest of the
team were unable to match his performance and we were shoved into second
place. Fisher, of Western, placed sixth and Morrow was tenth.
The cross country season closed with the annual all-campus cross country
run. "Ike" Fisher finished first with Gay, the leading frosh hill and dale man,
second, and Art Sheldon third.
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Morris, Sheldon, Malone, Steimle, McGinn,
Richter, Steffey, Wegerly, Moulthrop, Houston (Coach)
Irwin, White, Blanchard, Wolfe, Dutt, Hackle, Maloney
Freshman Track
Western State's yearlings swamped the Muskegon Junior College in their
only outdoor appearance, 93-29. Clair Dutt was the big noise of the meet,
winning five firsts and a third for a total of 26 points.
The first year men opened their indoor season by dropping their first meet
to the strong Notre Dame frosh, which had two former Canadian Olympic men
on their team. Western's team was completely outclassed by the South Benders.
Balmer, a pole vaulter; Shrier, high jumper; and Harper, a weight man, turned
in good performances.
The Hilltop juniors closed their indoor season by swamping the strong
Central high team 65-20.









Grand Rapids Junior College. 3
Detroit City College 0
Grand Rapids Junior College 0
Oberlin College 2
Detroit City College 3
Olivet 0
Michigan Invitational Tournament Winner
Michigan Collegiate Conference Winner
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Hart, Coach
Lewis
The Brown and Gold standard
of Western was carried into new
fields of glory last year by the
Western tennis team which staged
such a game fight for popularity
against the major athletic games
and is now practically assured of a
permanent position on the sports
calender of the Hilltop.
Western State's 1928 tennis
team. State and Conference Cham
pion, was ranked among the lead
ing teams of the middle west.
Coach Lee Hart's veteran club
swept through the season without
the loss of a meet and defeated
Michigan State College in finals
of the State Tournament at East
Lansing. To Captain Morton,
Lewis, Beller, Miles, and Braford
we extend heartiest congratulations
upon their splendid record.
Western opened the season at
Grand Rapids where the Junior
College was defeated 4-3. Detroit
City College failed to win a match
the following week and was white
washed 6-0. Grand Rapids fared
no better the next week. Western
winning every match.
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Oberlin College invaded the Hill
top courts with a spotless record
but the Ohioans could take but two
of the six matches with the West
ern netmen for their only reverse
of the year.
Playing on Detroit courts, West
ern was forced to the limit to con
quer the Tartars who captured
three matches to four for the
Western quintet. Olivet failed to
receive any mercy whatsoever and
left the courts without winning a
match. Western 6, Olivet 0.
Western swept through the State
invitational meet at Hillsdale to
carry off top honors and then add
ed the Michigan Collegiate Con
ference Cup by defeating Detroit
City College in the final match.
"Al" Beller took the singles crown
while Morton and Miles annexed
the doubles. Pitted against Michi
gan State College in the State fin
als Western won the state title
when Beller and Lewis took the
doubles and Lewis finished as run-
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Freshman Tennis
Western also boasted a crack yearling tennis squad which turned in an im
pressive record. Although they were rained out of several meets the Frosh
won from Muskegon Junior College 5-1, defeated Battle Creek College 4-1 ; and
tied the Foodtown team in the final meet 3-3.
Ranking number one on the squad was Warren "Skinny'' Byrum of South
Bend, Indiana, closely followed by Frank Householder of Benton Harbor. This
pair did not lose a match during the entire season and will likely be found on the
Varsity squad this year. Rounding out the group were Rex Branch of Lake
Odessa and Julius Chase of Grand Rapids, two promising young players who





Battle Creek College 1
Muskegon Junior College 1
Battle Creek College 3
Chase Branch Householder Byrum
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Men's Intra-mural Athletics
Western can truly feel proud that she has as one of her students a man who
holds the amateur senior light-heavyweight boxing championship of the
United States. This man is Martin Levandowski, popular member of our
student body.
"Marty," as he is known by his friends and
classmates, won the title of national junior light-
heavyweight last year. Shortly after this he entered
the Olympic trials and succeeded in reaching the
finals only to be forced out of competition by an
injured ear. He was rated by the judges as the
possible winner of the contests at the time of his
injury.
This year "Marty" kept up the good work.
Early in the season at Detroit he annexed the title of
senior light-heavyweight champion of Michigan.
Shortly after this in a bout at Gary he won the
mid-west title and then this spring at Boston won
the national title.
"Marty" has been his own teacher, trainer, and
manager during his climb up the ladder of fame and
deserves a good deal of tribute for his success. In
addition to bringing glory to Western he has, dur
ing his workouts, trained a number of students for
the intra-mural boxing contests that were staged this
year. Anyone who has witnessed these bouts knows
that our champion is as good a coach as he is boxer.
"Marty" is a sophomore on the campus having
entered school in the fall of 1926. During the rest
of his college career his progress will be watched
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Intra-mural Basketball Champions
Benninson's Freshmen
Benninson, Ward, Hudnut, Moore, Whalen
Schrier, Harper, Matulis
Intra-mural sports have made rapid strides on the Hilltop campus during the
past year. Over five hundred men participated in the various intra-mural pro
grams that were carried out under the direction of Charles Maher.
The Benninson Frosh basketball squad won the Championship in the
class league and later in the year annexed the school championship by downing
the strong ()teyokwa quintet, winners in the organization league.
Each league was composed of ten teams and they played a schedule of twelve
games, playing twice a week. The winners in each league met for the champion
ship of the school. The Tribunal finished second in the Organization division,
with Wynn's frosh second in the class league.





An all-campus boxing and wrestling tournament was held on March 7, classes
in boxing were conducted all winter term under the tutorship of Martin Levan-
dowski, national amateur light heavyweight champion, and Neil Kilbane, a pro
fessional boxer who is enrolled in school. The wrestling classes were conducted
under the direction of Victor Reisig. The winner of each of the seven classes
in boxing was awarded the official intra-mural medal.
Willet Mathers won the ladder hand ball tournament.
Last spring two diamond ball leagues were conducted and an all-campus
tennis tournament was held. The Country Life team won the diamond ball
championship in the organization league, while the Sophomores annexed the class
league title. The teams did not play off.
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Go-Ed Athletics
.
Miljevick, Mullen, Nobbs, Sinaiko, Lott
Cline, Ruell, Holmes
Women's Athletic Association
The W. A. A. was organized in the fall of 1927. Its aim is to enter every woman
of the college in some athletic activity preferably one that will carry over
after college, as well as offer recreation now. This should he the outcome of
enjoyable "get togethers." Every woman of the school automatically becomes
a member upon the payment of her athletic fee.
The gym party given by the W. A. A. in January made many new friends
and afforded a good time for those participating. The mock wedding* put on by
the faculty of the college was perhaps the most unique number of the evening.
In February the organization sponsored a very successful toboggan party at
Long Lake. Five busses transported the women from the college to the slide.
Coffee and doughnuts were served and the group chatted excitedly about their





Publicity Manager June Miljevitch
Point Recorder Jerry Holmes
Sports Manager Burnadetta Cline
ADVISORS
Miss Edith Mullen Miss Hazel Sinaiko Miss Lucille Nobbs
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Sieb, Shapers, Herman, Breeden
Meirs, Zavitz ( Captain ), Smith
W. A. A. Basketball
For the second consecutive year, the Rural Education department co-eds of
Western State Teachers College have won the championship in the all-college
women's basketball tournament.
Fifteen games were played in the series, every department playing every
other department. The Rural Education department scored a total of 187 points
against their opponents 35 points, entitling them to the silver trophy. Teams
were entered representing the Rural Education, Eater Elementary, Early Elemen
tary, Junior High, Senior High, and Degree departments of the college. The
Eater Elementary team took second place in the tournament.
Bessie Zavitz, captain of the Rural team, was high point winner with 96
points. Marie Wilbur of Vandercook Eake. representing the Senior High, was
second with 35 points. Edna Rever of Brooklyn and Jeanette Jackson of Port
land, with 26 points, tied for third place.
Round Robin Tournament
The Round Robin Basketball tournament of the Women Physical Education
majors for 1929 was played off in a fast and exciting style. The initial game
was between the sophs and frosh with the sophs coming out victors ; the same day
the seniors carried off the honors against the juniors. In the following games
the sophs outscored the seniors but lost to the juniors by a one-point margin,
while the freshmen outbasketed both the seniors and juniors. The results were
satisfying to all as the sophomores and freshmen tied for first place; the seniors
and juniors tied for second.
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Major Volleyball Champions
Wallace, Vander Brook, Moore
Mersom, Kiem (Captain), Hamilton
Archery
The Archery Club under the auspices of the VV. A. A. was organized in the
Fall of '28. Both indoor and outdoor ranges made possible by the co-operation
of the Men's Physical Education Department, gave the girls considerable space
for practice at all times. Many of the girls became very accurate and skillful in
the art. Matches were planned and played which proved to be of great interest to
the girls.
Tennis Tournament
kROBABLY one of the most interesting and popular events in the co-ed circles
was the tennis tournament which was held last spring. The entries numbered
about fifty. Play was started about the middle of the term and was terminated
in the last week of school. Excellent tennis and aroused enthusiasm featured in
the interest shown. Jn the semi-finals Miss Maxine Hall, Miss Margaret McCon-
nel, Miss Winnie Veenstra, and Miss Mureen Wendel were still in the running. ()ut
of this group Miss Maxine Hall and Miss Yeenstra went to the finals in which
Miss Veenstra won.
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Jones, Brant, White, Ford
Warshefski, Veatch, Vander Brook (Captain), Huth
W. A. A. Baseball
The spring of 1928 brought a highly interesting baseball schedule. The class
of '31 finally emerged victorious. Their first game against the juniors and
seniors saw some very flustered frosh who finally settled down and easily took
the lead. The final score was 13-8. Their second opponent was the class of '30,
then sophomores, who gave them a hard fight for two innings but finally succumbed
to the score of 19-8.
The Sophomore team consisted of: VanderBrook (capt.), Ford, Hall, Huth,
McConnell, Redmond, Scott, Tompkins, Veatch, Warshefski, Wendell, White,
Jones, Brandt.
Major Hockey Champions
Osborn, Kirby, Ruell (Captain), Buchanan, Vandenberg
Boese, Miljevich, Lash, Newton, Lott
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~\/fUCH of Western's progress has
heen due to the loyal support of
her friends, the citizens ofKalamazoo.
It is only fitting and proper in this,
her Silver Anniversary, that we, as
students, should extend our heartfelt









206 S. BurdickSt. Phone 2-7623






Shop at I. G. A.
Food Stores
•J"—UN
I f And save with safety. Also look
j - for the TGA lahel when choosing
! I food.
—and we never try to sell you a new
battery if your old one can be repaired. ^/^ ^ty. W^lsh Go.




Retail Store s I
Cor. East Main and Edwards
College Trousers and Golf Knickers i i








Best place to dine and dance.
After-Dinner parties and
Sunday dinners our specialty
The Best of Footwear
Always At
WEBER BROS.
220 East Main Street
Phone 2-1411 107-109 E. Main Prices Reasonable
Patronize Who Advertise
■




236 W. Main St.
Opposite
Courthouse
"Twelve years ago students answered call to
arms," says the Evening Outcry. And they
are still answering it, says we as we see them
slowly meandering toward the Indian Trail.
Bill Dingier: "Well, what do you think of
it?"
Walt Rench : "It looks like hell to me."




Real Home Cooked Food
Eat At
The Western Inn
Brown and Gold House
Try our 30c meals
Save a Dollar on Our Meal Tickets




















(Successors to H. C. Pits)














Ford Sales & Service
Portage at South Phone 6106













(l \i i \ 1/mjlJk
How is there equality of sex when a
always has to make his own way and
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Western State Teachers College
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
ATTRACTIVE ADVANTAGES
1. Carefully selected corps of specially trained instructors
2. Splendid campus of 57 acres including 15-acre athletic field
3. Modern buildings well equipped with adequate appartus
4. New Library Building—unexcelled among the State Teachers'
Colleges in the United States
5. Well selected library material—more than 300 periodicals re
ceived regularly
6. Xew Gymnasium for Men—a splendid structure carefully
planned
7. Life Certificate Curricula :
Art Manual Arts
Commerce Music
Early Elementary Grades Physical Education for Men
TT „ . Physical Education tor Women
Home Economics Rura, Elementary and High
Junior High School School Education
Later Elementary Grades Senior High School
8. Four-year A. IS. and B. S. Degree Courses
9. Appointment Bureau assists in placing graduates and alumni in
desirable positions j
10. Well equipped Cafeteria furnishes wholesome food at low rates
11. Co-operative store provides books and students' supplies at
reasonable cost j
12. Fine democratic atmosphere and splendid school spirit
I
For annual catalog and further information address Registrar,
Western State Teachers College, Kalamazoo, Michigan








I HE MODERN CAB is now a recognized means
of local transportation, for it provides prompt
and convenient service accompanied by comfort,
safety and reasonable rates.
CHECKER CAB MANUFACTURING CORP
Kalamazoo — U. S. A.













Vern Mabie : "Where you been, Louie, hunt
ing again?"
Lewis Evans : "Yes."
V. M.: "Did you shoot anything?"
L. E.: "Yes, I shot my dog."
V. M.: "Was he mad?"
L. E.: Well he didn't seem so darn pleased.'
Little dates past ten-fifteen,
Little rules unseen.
Bring a little maiden,
Up before the dean.
When school days are over,
And in work you spend your time,
When you want to find enjoyment.
Pick me up and read a line.
You will think of happy classmates.
As they were in times gone by ;
And when you see their autographs,
It will make past days draw nigh.
Patronize Who Advertise




Economical Stationery for Every Day Correspondence
High Quality white finish linen papers The boxed papers make attractive gifts
Insist That Your Druggist or Stationer Furnish You With Hytone
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E. S. Rankin Agency, Inc.
Underwriters of Insurance
Phones 6100 and 6109






























328 West Main St. Phone 2-0188
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The store with a particular Appeal to College People
Streng and Zinn Go.
Department Store
Our advanced buying and selling systems enable
you to get Style-right-merchandise at Lower Cost
Did She Want Them to Drown?
Miss Hussey to her swimming class :
"Remember, girls, that a man learns most
who begins at the bottom."
Are you instrumental in college affairs?
















B. F. Keith-Albee Vaudeville
A
W. S. BUTTERFIELD THEATRE
-*
THE POWER TO PASS
That's
GAS
Your Patronage Is Appreciated
L. V. WHITE GO.
Kalaniazoo's Own Oil Company
Patronize Who Advertise
t
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It Puts the Knot in the
Tie That Binds
Subscribe before you leave school and
renew each year after
Autographs
A wee bit of Scotch ?
Patronize Who Advertise
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Slocum Bros.
Phone 2-9636








5 Studios — Kalamazoo,
Bangor, Plainwell,
Otsego, Marshall
Patronize Who A dvertise
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Hershfield's
home of















East Main and Kalamazoo Ave.
Jack Dold : What part of the chicken do you
wish ?
Customer: Some of the meat, please.
Cass: Pretty mild winters you have down
here.
Orin Howe: Mild! Do you call two feet of
snow mild?
Cass: Two feet! Say, man, the snow was
so deep in the U. P. last winter that the farm
ers had to jack up the cows to milk 'em.
Ig: What kind of a dog is that?
Natz: A hunting setter.
Ig: Whatcha mean?
Natz: He hunts bones an' then sets and eats
them.
Judge: And you still claim innocence, altho
six witnesses say they saw you commit the
crime?
Joe Adams : You big Ham, I can produce six
thousand that didn't see me.
Mary's face reminds me of a beautifully tint
ed cup.
Yes, it's a beautiful mug.
Waiter: What'll you have, sir, table d'hote
or a la carte.
Bestrom : I'll have both of 'em, and put lots
of gravy on that first one.
We Specialise in High School and College
Athletic Equipment
The Athletic Supply Go.
2 Stores
TOLEDO, O. COLUMBUS, ().
—.4.
Patronize Who Advertise





Home Office and Laboratories
KALAMAZOO, MICITTGAN
Branch Houses :




Kalamazoo's Most Popular \
Eating Place j
Where Quality and Service Count |
140 W. Main St. Dial 2-6915 I
-f +■'•
I I
Smart Sho^cs for' Students
V. & A. Bootery
128 S. Burdick
Appledoorn's
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Patronize Who Advertise
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Compliments of
REENDERS DAIRY




Economy Wall Paper j
4.
«J»H-—'Nil'






For First Class Shoe Repairing Go To
The Progressive Shoe Shop
630 Locust Street
We Also Handle Gym Shoes and
Full Line of Rubbers
Patronize Who Advertise
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"A Square Deal in Business" Was
the Inaugural Message Read Out
By This Store 48 Years Ago
I
A Store Like This Never "Just
Happens." Somebody must have a vi
sion and put years of strength and power
back of it to shape things toward the
ideal.
The real ideal of this store has
not yet fully appeared. Year by year
we approach it. It unfolds itself little by little in forms of new beauty,
new courtesies and modern ideas.
This is Kalamazoo's 100th year. . . .our 48th year, and though we are
not quite half as old. . . -we take great pleasure in looking into the future. .. .
with one thought in mind. . . .Striving to be masters in the art of service,
and experts in the collection of things for Men, Women, Children and the
Home. . . .and in this endeavor will we continue to progress, with Kalamazoo.
"We solicit your Patronage"
GILMORE BROTHERS
143-147 South Burdick St., Kalamazoo, Michigan
Autographs
Patronize Who Advertise
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Phone 7454 Cor. North & Elm Sts.
Grove Dairy Go.
A dairy with a low bacteria
Milk, Cream & Butter-Milk





Groceries Fruits Vegetables -
I
QUALITY. Always has first consider- |
ation here. You must not only be I
pleased, but you will be. !
SERVICE. Thirty years of it, and still
at it.
f PRICES. Always reasonable, never
high.
























For those who have a good memory you may
remember that we tied the Postum baseball
team this season. You need not remember
what we tied them to; it is sufficient to know
that our boys did the job. Now history has it
that these same Postums played a certain south
ern team whose twirler's name was Paystem.
Therefore it became the job of Paystem to
paste 'em to Postum in such a manner that
Postum could not paste 'em to Paystem's Past
ers. The crowd began yelling Paystem paste
Postum and the opposition took up the cry of
paste 'em Postum paste 'em. Paystem's pasting
condition was below average and Postum began
pasting Paystem all over the lot. The main
weakness was that Paystem's pasting lacked the
velocity to keep the Postum pasters from past
ing Paystem's most wicked pasters to Paystem's
pasters who in turn were attempting to paste
the Postum pasters to Paystem so that he could
touch the Postum pasters out. Some paste
was dropped on the script here and you will
have to figure the rest of it out for yourself.
A dvertise























Jitst Around the Corner
From Everyone
J. G. Penney










333 S. Burdick St. Phone 7118
Landlady: I'll give you just three days to
pay your rent.
Charles Ferguson: All right, I'll take the
Fourth of July, Christmas, and Easter.
The apparel oft proclaims the man—and ex
poses the woman.
Poker sure did get Effie.
Yep!
Yes, he even walks with a shuffle.
"It's a long corridor which has no ultimate
termination," remarked the absent-minded pro
fessor as he paddled patiently around the re
volving door.
Prof. Wood: What's the largest known dia
mond?
Boots Taveggia: The Ace.
—4,











121 W. Main St.
LADIES' WEAR
Where Students Can Save on Coats,
Dresses, Sports Apparel











315 N. Church St. Phone 9632
4—.,,
Porky: Would you marry a girl that is as
pretty as a picture?
Dick Frankoski: Yes, if she had a good Western's Pioneer Eating House
frame- Here Before The Rest
Always Best
The guy who named small change "chicken
feed" evidently never took a girl out to supper.
Marriage is an institution. Marriage is love.
Love is blind. Therefore marriage is an in
stitution for the blind.
A little lemon now and then,
Is good for some conceited men.
First Prof: "That assembly speaker opened
the eyes of the students this morning."






Try Our Meal Tickets
$5.50 for $5.00
A word to the wise is sufficient; but some
assembly speakers think we are all fools.
829 W. Walnut Joe Schensul
+—■»■
in—-iia u. an—a|a «}•«—HI
!




















123 Wall St. Phone 9022
Flowers Sent by Wire Anyzvlicre
.j. J. „„
Patronize Who Advertise
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GREENE'S DRUG STORES
Lunches — Kodaks — Sporting Goods
College Store at
foot of the hill
Store on the Corner
of West and Vine
Where Service and Quality Reign Supreme
>
QUR MQD&RN ART GALLERY
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O'SHEA
Athletic Knitted Wear For Every Sport





stocks of yarns in
standard college col-
We make our own
felt and chenille let
ters and emblems.
We deliver special
orders in ten days.
We are at your
service: Just write.
I HAVE found that
without a doubt
O'Shea Athletic
garments are of the
very best quality.
All knitted equip
ment for mv teams at
W e s t e r n State has
been O'Shea and I
readily recommend











325 S. Burdick St. 130 W. Water St.
722 N. Burdick St. 205 E. Paterson St.
! The Co-op Store carries





Phone 2-4331175 E. Water
Patronize Who Advertise
f














726 Locust St. and Vine
Magazines Stationery
Sam Folz Go.
120 E. Main St.
Clothes and Furnishings
for the College Man
Easily solved here. Our salesmen
will give you just the right hat for
your build and personality.
Specializing the $3.50 Value
The Hale Hat Store
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TITLE INSURANCE
IS PROTECTION against title defects (including forged deeds, forged
releases of mortgages, deeds hy incompetents, or other ineffective realty
transfers, which the records do not show, which therefore could not be
shown on the best abstract ever compiled!)
IT IS THE GUARANTY of the Insuring Company that if ever claims
are made against your title, the GUARANTY COMPANY will defend your
title in Court, if necessary, at its own expense, reimbursing you for loss
thereon, up to the amount of your policy.
It is not expensive; and altho' new to Kalamazoo, it is a time-tested,
widely known. State approved, sensible method of Title Protection, which the
modern community demands, when it is fully understood.
Our connection as Title Company with the UNION TITLE AND
GUARANTY COMPANY, DETROIT, as Insuring Company guarantees
to all Policy Holders, the safest form of title protection known!
Title, Bond and Mortgage Company of Kalamazoo
125 Exchange Place
Mr. Carter was attempting to show the dif
ference between facts and inferences. "It is a
fact," explained Mr. Carter, "that August is
the hottest month in the year." It is also a
fact that- there are more divorces during that
month than any other month of the year. Those
are the facts, now go ahead and draw your
own inferences.
OUR hQP&RN ART GAL LERY
He's a gentleman of the old school.
You mean a liar.
. . f agOMIB/ OF ART
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"Western" Students KNOW





Note: 10% discount for Cash and Carry
123 West
Kalamazoo























Frosh: "My father's a doctor so I can be
sick for nothing."
Freshet: "That's nothing, my father's s
preacher so I can be good for nothing."
Big Athlete: "Busy?"
Ditto: "No. You busy?"
B. A.: "No."
D.: "Then let's go to class."
Patronize Who Advertise
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I
Add to the Charm and..Attractiveness
of Your Home NOW with a
G-tand Piano




New Grands $495, $645,
$785, Etc.
We invite your inspection soon.
Deferred payments arranged.







"The Musical Center of Kalamazoo
INNELL.
Steinway Represen tatives
113 East Main Street







"And why should we endeavor to rise by our
own efforts ?"




The freshman class in trigonometry was re
citing.
"And have you proved this proposition?"
asked Mr. Bartoo.
"Well," said Al. Beller, "proved is rather a
strong word, but I can say that I have ren
dered it highly probable."
Several Alternatives
"So you think a college education is a good
thing for a boy?"
"Yes, I think it's a pretty good thing. Fits
him for something in life. It he can't catch on
with a baseball team he can often land a job
as a professor."
Patronize Who Advertise
Tim BOOK is cased in an S. K.
SMITH COVER — a cover that is
guaranteed to be satisfactory and is cre
ated and SMITHCRAFTED by an or
ganization of craftsmen specializing in
the creation and production of good cov
ers. Whatever your cover requirements
may be, this organization can satisfy
them.
Send for information and prices to
The S. K. Smith
Company
Smithcrafts of good covers
448 North Wells St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
pase Three Hundred Sixty-one
Positions
The easiest way to earn money is to let your savings work for you. The best time
to get your savings a job is now, the best place is in this public service supplying the
vital needs of our prosperous State.
But you say, "I have no money to invest, I'm just out of school with my way to
make." Each month a small portion of your savings put to work will in a surprisingly
short time grow to be a comfortable sum. And each day and night, every cent of it will
be working for you with no vacations, no holidays.
There are good positions in this busy business for your savings, no matter how
small. Just ask our employees about our partial payment plan for buying Consumers
Power $5.00 Preferred stock, then get your savings a profitable job here.
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HTHIS ENTIRE BOOK is
a product of our plant,
where machinery and work
manship of the highest quality
rule. Take up your present
or contemplated Printing














Peter Pan Bread —
It's Better
Tastes Better
Has More Food Value
Kalamazoo Bread Go. ! i
{,—•"< ««—««^—»»—«»^—««—m^—mi—««—in^—««^—m—i«^—ni^—t«J» i _B||
Sold only thru
Home Owned Stores
, „._.._„ ■—■■ ■■■■ ■—* «{,,_„,
Vander Salm's
"Blossom Shoppe"




sections of Kalamazoo are desirable com
munities, worth living in. And the resi
dents and business houses of these neigh
borhoods may enjoy, at our Branch in
each of these sections, any banking serv
ice which a downtown bank affords.
Here the man or woman who requires
them will find checking and savings ac
count facilities, certificates of deposit,
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WE ARE SORRY
if you are leaving
and hope you will come back
Everything in Student Supplies
Doubleday Brothers and Company
241 EAST MAIN STREET
Printers - Bookbinders - Rulers - Office Outfitters
A certain sociology instructor on the campus
has been known to compare the difficulty of
obtaining various government licenses. Classi
fied under those easy to obtain but dangerous
in their subsequent use were the following:
marriage licenses, drivers' licenses and restau
rant management licenses. While a group of
nearly unattainable warrants we have listed:
dog, hunting and fishing licenses. He also
points out that a marriage1 license costs in the
neighborhood of $2.50 while a dog license costs
on an average about $4.00 and that many mar
riages seemed to have been discounted about
80%. Well, we have never been able to figure
out what the extra $2.00 was for either.
Fireproof Construction
250 Rooms
In the very heart of the City.
Finest Cafeteria in Michigan
Jack Zaremba in Lee Hart's Geometry class
explaining a line of geometric reasoning:
A loaf of bread is a necessity. A steam en
gine is an invention. Necessity is the mother
of invention. Therefore a loaf of bread is the




Estimates furnished on application.














A. L. Pratt, Chairman Board of Directors
Alex G. Gilman, President S. B. Monroe, Treasurer
John A. Pyl, Vice-President G. S. Davis. Secretary
Manufacturers of
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J. R. JONES' SONS & CO.
„„_*
"In Kalamazoo since '72"
Congratulations
To the graduates of Western State Teachers College this store extends
its heartiest congratulations.
We have enjoyed your stay in Kalamazoo, and appreciate your generous
patronage. Wherever you may go from here, remember this store is as
accessible to you as your nearest postbox. A letter will bring you the
merchandise you desire from our store on the very next mail or express.









Mill and Well Supplies
249 N. Rose St.
Kalamazoo, Michigan
WESSON OIL
For Salads and Cooking
A Pure Vegetable Salad Oil
SNOW DRIFT
For Cakes, Pies, Biscuits and for
Frying




1464 West 37th St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Wild eyed Student after examinations : I want
a quarter's worth of carbolic acid.
Clerk: This is a hardware store, but we have
a fine line of ropes, revolvers and razors.
Wegerly: Are you coming to the fiftieth an
niversary ?
Robot (Bob Starring) : Yes.
Walt: What for?
Bob: To see the installation of the new
Library clock.
Robot: I think that the athletic course should
be changed from a four year course to a five
year course.
Eric: Why ?
Robot: So that the members of the athletic
department might see the athletic field mowed
once during their college career.
Ken. Clark: I can't tell one of these rocks
from another.
Prof. Wood: That's very queer. You must
be stone blind.
Phone 6181 or 6182
for
Manual Training Lumber
Union Trim and Lumber Go.
Located at
1337 N. Pitcher St.
Patronize Who Advertise




AS A REGULAR PATRON OR FOR
SPECIAL PARTIES
and assure you a CLEAN, COMFORTABLE
and COURTEOUS TRIP in
FAGEOL SAFETY COACHES
Equipped with Westinghouse Air Brakes
and the Dependable
HALL-SCOTT 6-CYLINDER MOTORS
which lend safety to your journey
A Company hacked by
MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN TRANSPORTATION FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN and RAPID
TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES
Patronize Who Advertise
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MOST COLLEGE STUDENTS
drink milk and plenty of it. An investigation including 32 colleges
and universities shows 87 per cent of all students were regular milk






Tonite's my night night with baby.
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! Royal Portable Typewriters
• j 234 W. Main Phone 2-6511
ll
We rent Typewriters
Special rates to students.




You Must Be Satisfied
Finleys
I I Dignified Credit Jewelers
£ I
j 113 E. Main St., Kalamazoo
|
Next to Grinncll's Music Store
aper--
What would modern civilization do
without it? Business routine— adver
tising appeals-—artistic composition-
literature— news — correspondence ---
all depend upon the medium paper.
The paper used for the 1929 "Brown
and Gold" is Superfine Enamel
supplied by
BERMINGHAM & PROSSER CO.
KALAMAZOO NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY
Patronize Who Advertise
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Corner Oak and Walnut St.
Kalamazoo Branch
Wholesale Grocers
Boss -"Well, did you read the letter I sent
you ?"
Office Boy—"Yes. sir; I read it inside and
outside. On the inside it said, 'You are fired,'
and on the outside it said, 'Return in five days,'
so here I am."
Pathetic Frosh—"Now see here, you
shouldn't refuse to make me a loan. One friend
should always help another, you know."
Disinterested Upperclassman—"Sure, I know
it, but you always insist on being the other."
The West Street Market
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
FRESH, SALT and SMOKED
MEATS and FISH
Luyendyk Bros.
816 S. Westnedge Ave. Phone 2-0291
Dad's Day and one bright young hopeful W.
S. T. C. student was showing his father the
institution. The chemistry lab was being ex
plained in detail.
Dad—"What are those fellows working on ?"
Son—"They are trying to find a universal
solvent."
Dad—"What's a universal solvent?"
Son—"That is a liquid that will dissolve any
thing."
Dad—"Great idea; what are they going to




































116 East Main St.
MIRON D. ELLIS
Jeweler
124 East Main St.
Dependable Jewelry for twenty-two years
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YOUR MONEY
In the Form of
Guaranteed Checks







SAVING OF YOUR FUNDS
Kalamazoo National Bank
and Trust Company





Shampooing and Hair Dressing
Marcel and Water Waving
Hair Dyeing, Facial and
Scalp Treatment
Phone 21032
Mrs. K. Willoughby, Prop.
Miss N— had told her class in advanced
rhetoric the previous day that they were to read
three essays, preferably each essay from a dif
ferent magazine. Miss N had been forc
ing the class to study and was in consequence
receiving many complaints about overwork.
"Miss N ," said Mary Needham, "do
you object if two of the essays we read are in
the same magazine?"
"No, not if the essays are both of excep
tional merit," replied Miss N .
"The reason I asked," continued Mary, "was
that after completing one essay in this maga
zine I noticed another essay entitled Ms Sleep
A Vicious Habit' and after being enrolled in
this course for three weeks I wondered just
how vicious it was going to be."
Father—Now, my dear, don't forget to tele
graph me on your arrival at college.
Daughter—I won't, Daddy! and I'll make the











































































le best that can |1










| BAND — for a band
i without a uniform is
{ like a debutante with-
} out an evening dress.
■ APPROPRIATE
! DESIGNS FOR
! ALL TYPES OF
j BANDS.
Free Catalogs







Where have i seen that dog before?
Knittle: "Whereja get the bump?"
Wepman : "Night club."
Knittle: "Where was the night club?"
Wepman: "In the cop's hand."
Did: "What grounds have you for diverce?"
Done: "Well, I'm married, ain't I?"
Mr. Moore: "I call my 8:00 the Pullman
class. It has three sleepers and an observation
section."
Mr. Bigelow: "I call mine the pony express."
McCarty : "Do you play the violin?"
Muma: "No. Why?"
Me: "Then quit fiddling around."
•!•—itn
Dr. Knauss : "Geo. Welbes, when did the re
vival of learning begin?"
G. W.: "Just before Exams, Professor."
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Kalamazoo - Three Rivers
Kalamazoo - South Haven
Renders Excellent Service
A Specialty Made of Special Trips


















Chinese and American Restaurant
Dine and Dance
Monday Luncheon from 11 to 2
Evening Dinner from 5 to 8
Sunday Dinner is our Specialty
160 S. Burihck Phone 9631
1 I




Phone 2-1531 137 S. Rose St.
One Says: "Well, my father has another
wife to support now."
Two Says : "How's that ? Is he a bigamist ?"




Follow the light on South Street
from Burdick
i
MW ll(l utt IIM IIH IIM -*^
There Are More
Bosch Radios
in faculty homes, than any other
make.
Ralph M. Ralston Co.
434 W. Main St.
So here's to the faculty, long may they live;
Even as long as the lessons they give.
Pres. Nestor rapping on his desk at Student
Council meeting: "Order, Gentlemen."
The Council responds : "Alcohol."
Marian Russell: "Here you have never writ
ten a line of poetry in your life and yet you
condemn mine."
Paul Gerhardt: "I never laid an egg, either,
but I can tell a good one when I taste it."
EVOLUTION
Freshman : "I don't know."
Sophomore : "I am not prepared."
Junior: "I don't remember that part of it."
Senior: "I don't believe I can add anything
to what has been said."
Ellis Walker: "An apple a day keeps the
doctor away."
Dorothy Drake: "But an onion a day keeps
everyone away."
Patronize Who
A prof, that comes to class ten minutes late
is very rare. In fact, he is in a class by him
self.
Rolled Oats is a breakfast food. Wild oats
is a midnight lunch.
A dvertise
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Book Review Club 280












Early El. Club 274




Faculty and Administration 17
Eeatures and Snaps 173

















Junior High Club 267
K
Kappa Delta Pi 240
Kappa Rho Sigma 242
L
Later El. Club .. 271
Le Cercle Francais 258
Limited Class 147
M













Sigma Theta Gamma 250
Social Science Club 246
Sophomore Class 83
Spanish Club 279
Square and Compass Club 236
Student Council 220
Student Science Club 243
T







W. A. A. Board 331
Women's League Cabinet 226
Women's League Council 264
Women's Physical Ed. Association 284
W. S. T. C. Choir 202
Y
Y. M. C. A 281
Y. W. C. A 225
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Appledoorn Shoe Co 349**'
Athletic Supply Co 348
Atlas Press 360
Arminis Cafeteria 372
Arctic Ice Cream Co 352




Bermingham and Prosser 371
Bestervelt's 357
Bond Supply Co 368
Brown and Gold Cafeteria 355
Burdick Hotel 365
Capitol Theatre 381
Checker Cab Mfg. Co 340
Chocolate Shop 343
Colman Drug Co 372
Columbia Hotel 343
Consumers Power Co 362
Cotrell and Leonard Co 355
D
David Little Constr. Co 338
Diana 373
Dold's Drugs 375
Doubleday Bros, and Co 365
E
Early and Sons 371
Economy Cleaners 372
Economy Wall Paper 350
Edwards and Chamberlain Co 343
Ellis Jewelry 373
Einley Jewelry 371
First National Bank 376
Fixit Shop 359
Fred Hotop 355
Garrison News Agency 348
Gilmore Brothers i 351
Godfrey Lumber Co * 360





Hale Hat Store 358
Happy Day Laundry 337




Home Savings Bank 350
Horton-Beimer Press 376
Horton-Fiske Co 376
Huntley Drug Store 358
I
lhling Bros. Everard Co 363
Jackson's Flower Shop 381
J. B. Baking Co 364
J. C. Penney Co 354
Johnson-Howard Co 354
Josten M fg. Co 341
J. R. Jones' Sons Co 367
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Kalamazoo Bread Co 364
Kalamazoo Creamery Co 370
Kalamazoo Laundry Co 356
Kalamazoo Nat'l Bank and Trust Co....374
Kalamazoo Pant Co 336
Kalamazoo Stationery Co 341
Kalamazoo Stove Co 375
Kalamazoo Trust and Savings Bank ....364
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La Mode 336
Lee & Cady 372
Lew Hubbard 373
Lewis Transit Co 380
L. V. White Co 344
M
Main Cafe 349
Marguerite Beauty Shoppe 374
Michael J. Leo 354
M. & T. Battery and Electric Co 336
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N
New Asia Cafe .336
Oakland Pharmacy 378
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Paper City Press 354
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Progressive Shoe Shop 350
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Hakes. Mildred E 165
Hale. Hayden E 105
Hall, Gertrude M 105
Hall, Helen B 105, 283, 285
Hall. Marjorie 105
Hall, Maxine K 105, 283, 284
Hall, Necia P 106
Hall, Ruth R 160
Halnon, Jessie M 210
Halstead, June E 106
Hamilton, Marion B 165, 285
Hamm, Irene 106. 276
Hammond, Ruth 157
Hampton, Chas. F 58. 232. 236
Hanchette, Phyllis C 106
Hancook, Helen F 106
Hanna, Maxine G 106, 227, 234
Hannan, Glenn E 45, 236, 277
Hansen, Irving ■ 106
Hanson, Frederick 277
Harbaugh, Duward 65. 228
Harbour, Virginia E 65
Hardy, Marie" B 106, 275
Harger, Amy C 65
Harmens, Annette L 160
Harper, Alice 106, 238. 264
Harrington, M. Ruth 45
Harrington, Thelma J 157, 279
Harris, Dorothy A 106
Harris, Gladys" M 107, 262
Harris, Mildred D 65
Harris, Therman G 65, 228
Harrison, Dortha M 107
Harrsen. Fred 107, 282, 293
Hartshorn, Dorothy 107. 267. 279
Hartwig, Cleo M 65, 216
Harvey, Dorothy F 107. 276
Hausserman, Pearl B 107, 273
Hauer, Harvey R 65, 281
Havers, Cleita L 107
Hawkins, Kenneth R 107, 236
Hawley, A. Virginia 157
Hawley, Sherman 65, 250
Hayes, Maxine 107
Hayes, Melvina E 159
Haystead, Edna P 270
Hazzard, Hilda M 158
Hefferan, Helene G 160
Hefferan, Madeline E 107
Heminger, Laura E. ..107,230,246,267.280
Henderson, Gerald T 66, 206
Henderson, June G 165
Hendrickson, Eva E 107, 256
Hennessy, Kathryn L 108
Henry. Arthur E 268
Henry. Merle A 277
Herman, Elsa E 269
Hern, Luella 157
Hetler, Frances V 108, 225
Hickin, Marjorie 108, 275
Hilbert, Russell S 45, 232. 236
Hill, Isabel A 108
Hill. Jerald E 40,189,190,192,
220,228,241.244
Hill. Mildred 1 160
Hillary. Charles T 108
Hilles, Helen G 108
Hinckley, Dorris 1 66, 252
Hinckley, Ora L 108, 285
Hinderliter. Mildred M 66, 227, 234
Hinds, Dorothy 108, 216, 265
Hinds, Frank j 108, 256. 279
Hinga, Constance 1 108
Hinga, Esther L. 66
Hinshaw, Helen L 160, 274
Hitzfield, Juanita R 108, 203
Hixson, Mary E 270
Hoag, Maude M 108
Hobart, Calvin R 109
Hobeck. Don H 166
Hodges, Mildred L 46, 246, 265
Hoebeke, Tryna J 109
Hoeksema, Ruth L 109, 238. 285
Hoffman, Anna F 269
Hoffman. Velma V 109
Hoffmeyer. Irma C 269
Hogarth, Mary E 109
Holaday, Patti B 158
Holbrook, Avis V 163
Holcomb, Eloise J 109, 271
Holdridge, Doris M 66, 2S&
Holle, Elizabeth J 267
Holleman, Esther V 264, 270
Holmes, Effie B 109, 276
Holmes, Geraldine M 46,284,331
Holt, Catherine K 109, 272
Holtforth. Irving L 66. 278
Hooper, Pauline 216
Hoopingarner, Alma L 66
Hoover, Mary E 284
Hope, Louis E 109
Hornsby, Mary 1 109. 273
Horstman. Mae E 66
Hovey. M ildred E 66. 266
Howard, Rodney E 109,232.244
Howarth Dorothy Y 109, 238
Howe, Helen E. ' 110
Howe, Orrin W 66. 277
Howe, Winnie R 272
Howell. Harry J 66, 258
Howell, Virginia M 165. 285
Howson, Thomas W 222
Hoyt, Helen 110
Hoyt, Martha A 46, 234. 246
Hudnut, Judson A 166
Hudson, Halden P 166
Hudson, Robert 66
Hnested, Maurine A 46
Huff. Carol L 110. 273
Huggett, Bernice M 157
Huggett. Floyd C 46. 244
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Hull. Elizabeth S 46,258.270
Hull. Thelma V 110, 238
Humphrey, Helen 1 67,227.262
Hunt, Gertrude B 110
Hunt, Marcella E 158. 264
Hunter, Pauline L 46,203,252,279
Hunter, Frances L HO
Hurlburt, Edwin N 46. 256
Hurst. Thelma E HO, 270
Husselman, Herbert H 46.278
Hutchins, Elizabeth J 67,203
Huth, Alma C HO
Huyck. Ethel N 67, 203
Hyder, Ruth 270
Hynes, Ward C 67.206
Ihl, Beulah L 110.244
Iliff, James V 67.242,244.246
Iliff, Rose M 67
Immonen. Irene HO
Inman, Earl A 46
Irey, Frances W HO
Irwin, Arthur D 110
Isham, Pauline A Ill
Ives, Gladys M 111,238.276
J
Jackman, Metha L 40. 210, 234
Jackson. C. Paul 46,236
Jackson, Doras A 161, 262
Jackson, Helen E Ill, 254
Jackson, Howard H 47
Jackson, Janette B Ill, 267
Jackson, Lucille Ill
Jackson, Marion R Ill, 262
Jacobson, Carl L 67. 256, 277
Jacobson, Lillian 160
Jacokes, Dorcas L 67
Jager, Glenn 46
Jakeway, Ruth ^ 159, 271
James, Lucille E Ill
Janiszewska, Helena 47
Jarvis, Edward J 270
Jeannot. Marcella E 111. 210
Jelinek. Cecila M 111. 273. 280
Jennerjohn, Norvan 47, 277
Jennings, Helen F 67
Jensen, Emma S 159, 270
Jensen, Valborg 271, 276
Jepson, Elizabeth Ill
Jerome, Lucille 1 67. 216
Jessup, Orval E Ill
Jesswein, Edna 67
Jewell, Wava. F Ill
Johnson, Carl L 67, 220, 222, 236
Johnson, Cornelia 112
Johnson, Edward W 68.236,248.
250. 293. 309
Johnson, Elaine A 47, 254
Johnson, Eleanor L 112
Johnson, Eline A 47
Johnson. Evelyn M 112. 256, 265, 267
Johnson, Genieve L 112. 238
Johnson, Jeannette 68, 189. 195. 196, 227
Johnson. Lloyd W 112. 206
Johnson. Lois M 112, 270
Johnson, Ollie M 47, 270
Johnson, O. Maxine 68
lohnson, Ruth 47, 234. 244, 246. 264
Johnston, Dorothy M 112. 254
Johnston, Edward R 47
Johnston, Helen 1 158
Jones, Claude L .47. 250
Jones, Clifford H 166
Jones, J. Clinton 68, 260
[ones, Reba A 112.283.284
Jordan, Ruth M 47
Joyce, Dorothy A 68, 216, 22/
Juckett. Helen M 112. 275
K
Kahler. Hazel I H2
Kamiensky. Wilma B 163
Kantner, Virginia D . . - . . ■ ■ j7
Karman, Marie C 112, 222. 244
Kast, Doris L H2
Kaufman, Nellie E 113. 270
Kauppiner, Helen 1 113, 2d6. 272
Keeslar. Oreon 270
Keim. Dea 165
Keith. Winona J ■ • • ■ • • ■ • 2/0
Keller, Carmen M 113, 225, 266
Kelley, Kathryn M 113. 264, 276
Kellogg, Dorothy L 265
Kelly, D. Calvin 68
Kelsey, Jean F 47. 254, 260
Kemp, Dorothy R 113. 267
Kennedy, Bernard 206.256,277
Kent, George W H3
Kercher, Mabel 1 113
Keyes, Helen 113, 234, 252
Keyes, Marian 162, 266
Kidder. Josephine M 68, 238
Kimball, H. Howard 47,248,250,307
King, Edith 1 113
Kinney, Alene M 159, 271
Kirby, Helen L 157
Kirbv, Hoover K H3
Kirby, Lora 68.227.283,284
Kirkby, Mildred J 113
Kirkland, Lucile E 159, 271
Kirschner, Earl P 167
Kirsten. Gardner W 48, 228. 244
Kissell, Frank W U3
Kissinger, Forrest A 68
Klahn, Frances M 246
Klaiss, Harold T 164. 278
Klein, Maurine E H4
Kline, Helen M 114, 265, 266
Kloet, Wilma 114
Knapp, Mrs. Laura B 48
Knatis, Eleanor G 114, 264. 273
Knight, Dorothy A 114, 210
Knittel Bernard J 40.188.190.192,
220, 228, 244
Knode. Catherine 1 68
Knowles, Orpha M 68
Knuth, Florence 68
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Koch, Marion J 114
Koegler, Myrtle E 69, 216, 222, 246
Koonter, Beatrice M 114
Kort, Jennie 114, 268
Kovtan, Helen 114
Kowalski, Walter A 163
Kreager, Hermina E 114, 275
Krebs, Elaine C 114, 275
Kremer, Ethel A 114, 276
Kresin, Jane M 115, 265, 266
Krieger, Theodore J 69, 260
Kritt, Lillian E 115,276,280
Krogel, August W 69
Kruger, Carl W 69
Krziza, Esther H US
Kuhn, Mrs. Bertha L 115
Kuhn, Fred A 115, 244
L
Lacy, Marion V 159, 271
Ladow, Clarice 115, 270
Lamb, Reva C 115
Lamoreaux, Fred A 115, 206, 278
Lampe, Marcus F 115
Lamphere, Marian H 69, 189, 194, 234
Lancaster, Kathryn M 48, 234
Lancaster, Mildred E 48
Landaal, Sylvia C 115, 275
Lane, Vivian C 115, 234, 238, 258
Langston, Juanita M 69, 211
La None, Elizabeth M 269
Lash, Dorothy P 69, 331
Latham, Elwyn H 58. 220, 232, 246
Lattimer, Richard B 278
Lattin, Grace R 203
Lautner, Sylvia M 116, 268
Lawton. Lillian A 116, 246
Layne, Garnet R 159, 271
Leach, Harold 164, 277
Leak, Ruth E 116, 276
Lear, Floyd E. 48, 248, 250. 293
Leppard, Edna M 116, 276
Lester. John D 116
Levandowski. Martin 327
Levine, Frank L 69, 277
Levine, Louis 163
Lewis, Alice P 58. 220, 230
Lewis, Brewster A 48, 232
Lewis, Charles S. .48, 189, 190, 191, 211. 324
Lewis, Elsie S 69
Lewis, Irene L 116
Lewis, Ralph W 164, 278
Libens, Margaret A 165
Lierman, Don F 69
Liljigren, Florence M 116, 279
Lilley, Kathleen E 116
Lincoln, Evelyn F 116
Lincolnhol, Raymond P 69, 216, 260
Linderman, Horace H 116
Linderman, E. Mae 116, 203
Lindroos, Ellen A 116, 272
Lininger, Sarajane 69, 189, 194. 195,
197, 230, 279
Livingston, Paul H 48, 236, 248
Lloyd, Helen V 48, 244, 254
Lloyd, Lois E 117
Logan, Wesley 48
Lossing, Ruth L 48, 211, 258
Lott, Helen L 70,283,284,331
Lovett, Vernon E 70
Loving, Alvin D 316
Loving, William C 70, 248, 250
Lowing, Ruth C 117, 274
Luck, Anna M 117, 275
Lucker, Celia F 117, 272
Luikens, Bernice M 70
Lukins, Ruby A 267
Lumbert, Helen F 70, 252
Luney, Augusta 1 117, 276
Lyons, Ivan 70
Lyons, Owen G 267
Me
McAfee, Dorothy J 70
McBride, Lucy E 160, 274
McCabe, James A 70, 236
McCamley, Mary W 49
McCarthy. Dean H 167
McCarty, Dan E 49, 248, 307
McCarty, Ruth J 161, 262
McCay, Mildred F 162, 266
McClary, Viola I. 117, 265, 271
McClintic, Mrs. Florence E 117,275
McClintic, Virgil 117
McConnell, Margaret 284
McCoy, Dorothy M 117,269,271
McCoy, Marion 117, 280
McCuaig, C. Douglas 157
McCuen, Dorothy L 117, 276
McCummings, Viola W 117, 266
McDermott, Alta M 285
McDowell. Phyllis L 165, 285
McElwain, Robert E 157
McGowan, Alice E 70
McGrady, Donald R 70, 222
Mclntyre, Lucille E 118
McKee, Harold A. 118,248
McKinley, Beatrice E 118, 271
McLouth, Luella M 118. 238, 271
McMillen, Florence E 118
McMillen, Reo F 157
McNitt, Inez 160,274
McQueen, Helen V • 70
McWethey, Georganna E 267, 277
McWethy, Dean W 164
M
Mabie, Vern E 58,189,220.222,228
MacCurdy, Bernidean B 118
MacCurdy, Winston H 48
Mackay, Malcolm R 118, 167
MacKellar, A. Leigh 118
MacKellar, Lyle A 70
MacNaughton, Ruth E 118, 265, 276
Madigan, William P 167
~
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Magher, Marguerite S 118, 265
Magirm, Arnold L 118
Magnon, Viola L 118, 272
Magwood, Clifford 119
Maikowski, Walter 163
Mainone, Mildred E 119, 271
Mallo, Neva E 119, 268
Mallow, Laura 49
Malone, Pat 119,256.294
Maloney, Harold A 119, 279
Maloney. Howard H 167
Manns, Lester C 119, 206
Manns, Lillian L 203
Marhoff, Clayton A 49, 250
Marks, Justin W 119, 278
Marsh, Lydia M 119, 252
Marshall, Donald J 49, 252
Martens, Elmer L 49, 242, 244
Martens, Robert 1 119, 244
Martin, Helen D 119
Martin, Paul E 242
Martin, Ruben M 164, 277
Martin, William E 242
Masten, Mamie 119
Mather, Marian B 71, 274
Mathers, Willet J 59
Mathison, Blanche E 71, 256
Matter, Dorothy A 49
Mattocks. Lester E 167
Mattson, Francis A 119
Maurer, Elizabeth A 120
Mavety. Harriet E 120. 273
Maxwell, Milburn H 120
Maybee, Jean D 120,206
Mead, Dorothy E 120. 267
Mead, Earl C 120
Medwed, Anna 159. 273
Meier, Magnus A 120. 236
Meiers, Martha R 269
Mejeur, Suzette 120, 273
Melvin, Clarence 270
Merrill, Isabel M 120
Merrill, M. Evelyn 270
Merrill, Mary J 120
Merritt, Wesley S 156. 163, 206. 236
Merson, Helen L 165. 285
Meulman, Frances 272
Meyer, Evert 277
Meyer, Hazel E 272
Meyer, Lester F 167
Meyers, Mary 120, 273
Michael, Jeanette M 121, 275, 279
Middleton, Audrey M 121,264,271
Mikle, Harold M 121
Miles, Don 71
Miles, Robert C 71, 325
Milham, Dewain C 71
Miljevich, June J 71,280.283,284,331
Millard, Helen M 159, 271
Miller, Doris L 121
Miller. Evelyn 1 165, 285
Miller, Ida V 121
Miller, Ray E 71
Miller, Ruth J 121.216
Minar, Ruth V 121.227,254,273
Miner, Geraldine M 157
Miner, Hollis W 71. 236. 250
Moeke, Mabel G 203
Molter, Marie K 162. 266
Monroe, Bethea C 121
Moon, Viven M 158, 264
Mooney, Catherine M 161
Moore, Alva F 49, 278
Moore, Donna L 121, 276
Moore, Hollis J 165. 285
Moore. Mahlen H 49. 228, 242
Moore, Henry P. . 167
Morningstar. Orra C 294
Morris, Dorothy 71, 262
Morris, Helen C 161, 262
Morris. Mary L 121, 238, 273
Morris, Nita E. 121,273
Morrison. D. Keith 278
Morrison, David E 58,210,220,232,256
Morrison, Nettie M 122
Morrow. Lee T 122, 258
Morse, Flora E 283, 284
Moulthrop, Maurice 122, 279
Moulton, Herbert 71, 216
Mouw, Gertrude 122
Mulder, Vera M 270
Muma. Clark 49. 248. 250. 310
Mumbrue, Louise K 71, 238
Mumby, Herald W 71, 277
Munger, Isadora A 72,238,266
Munn, Donald B 122
Munro, Delora E 122, 283, 284
Murphy, Ethel 49
Murphy, Harry 1 72, 248. 316
Murphy, Mary C 283, 284
Murray, Lauretta C 122, 256, 274
Musser, Maurine A 158
Myers, Cecil 162, 266
Myers,. Clyde H 50, 250
Myers, Hugh S 50,220,222,241,244
N
Naldrett, Mabel E 122
Nash. Laura E 163
Nash, Ora G 72.281
Neely, Mary E 122, 272
Negus, R. Annette 165, 285
Neigenfind, Victor 166
Nelson, Astrid A 268
Nelson, Elmer J 72, 236
Nelson, Lucy 270
Nelson, Mill'icent K 72
Nelson, Thelma M 122. 265
Nelson, Viola G 122, 265
Nester, Wayne K. .50,220,232,248,301,307
Neterer, John 269
Newcomb, Avis 123, 276
Newell, Harold 0 123, 270
Newland, Elizabeth 50
Newman, Joseph H 50, 243
Newton. Arthur H 72, 206
Newton, Dorothy L 72, 283. 284
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Newton, Marda J 50, 283, 284
Newville, Leva F 123
Nichols, Chas. S 278
Nichols, Reuben J 72, 267
Nicholson, Clyde 123
Nickel, Cecil H 123, 294
Nickels, Edna H 203, 268, 280
Nickerson, Frieda 1 72, 262
Nicolai, Marian V 123, 272
Nicolette, Josephine A 123. 268, 271
Nielson, Paul H 72
Nielson, Reta E 270
Niessink, Richard 163
Noble, Harriet L 72, 283, 284
Noble, Larkin H 123, 211, 236
Noecker, Maxine B 72, 200, 230
Norlin, Alvin P 162, 256, 266
Norton, Lucy 123
Norton, Raymond C 123
Nowicki, Theresa H 123, 283, 285
Nykerk, Florence J 123
O
Obenauf, Helen E 124, 276
O'Brien, Donald A 162. 266
O'Brien, Louise T 124,211,275,280
O'Connell, Margaret E 50
Ojala, Elmer 0 73, 256
Olin, Dorothy J 124, 283, 285
Olin, Robert S 124, 277
Olinger. Loraine M 124, 274
Oliver, Helen L 160. 274
Olmsted, Wilma 124
Olsen, Frederick 156, 162, 266
O'Niell, Stanley P 50, 242
Oonk, Harriet C 124
Oosterling, John A 156, 157. 206, 220
Opal, Margaret 124, 285
Opt Holt, Frieda A 124
Orcutt, Helen B 124. 252
Osgerby, Lela E 50
O'Shea, Rosella 124
Otis, Lucylle M 124, 216
Overton, Frank A 167
Overtoil, Margaret V 160, 274
Packard. Gertine M 125
Pagel, Louis W 73
Palen, Mae E 159. 271
Parker, Cavett 125, 260
Parker, Marion P 73, 211
Parker, Muriel L. .. 125
Parks, Emily A 222
Parmelle, M'ildred J 125
Partridge, Dorothy F 269
Pashby, Eleanor M 274
Pashby, Marion E 125, 160. 275
Patterson, Alfred E 166
Patterson, Delia M 158
Pearce, Mrs. Bertha L 125
Peets, Albert E 73,244,246
Pcllegrom, Francis R. 167
Pelletier, Helen A 125, 276
Pelmear, F. Wilma 125
Pembroke, Oliver L 295
Pembroke, Mary S 125
Pence. Mary E 125
Penix, Iris V 270
Penny, Celia 73
Perkins, Gwendolyn G 50
Perry, Lucille J 73, 283, 284
Perry, Norma D 50, 216, 222
Peters, Eunice M 73, 230
Peterson, Edith E 125
Pettyjohn, Gertrude H 159, 271
Phelps, Erwin E 126, 245, 281, 282
Phillips, Helen L 73, 246
Phillips. Marguerite L 126, 230
Phillips, Merritt A 50
Phillips, W. Lloyd 51, 245. 260
Pickard. Ethel E 126
Pierce, Delores E 126, 262
Pierson, Frances E 126
Pierson, Lillian T 159, 271
Pinney, Hazel M 126, 271
Pintal, Fred L 126, 256, 258, 277
Pintal, Leo J 164, 277
Pitkanen, Allan M 126,211,228,256
Platt. Theo M 126
Pohl, Louella 126, 265, 272
Pollock, Maud M .126
Poole, Eleanor F 73, 276
Porter, Gtraldine M 126
Potter, Frances M 127, 270
Potts, Loma 127, 283, 285
Potts, Muriel B 127, 272
Potts, Richard E 127
Powell, M. Evangeline 162, 266
Powell, Hollis A 127, 234, 266
Powler. Helen A 127
Pratt, Chester J 73, 245
Pray. Hilan E 127
Price, Dorothy L 127
Prolo, June H 157. 252
Pump, Frieda A 73, 262
Purdeen, Vonta D 73, 216
Purvis, Marie L 127, 276
Putnam, Geneva E 127, 273




Radabaugh. Robert M 127
Raddatz, Maxine E 128, 252
Rahm, Naome S 128, 256, 267
Rahm, Seth A 128, 256
Ramsdell, Winifred L 51
Randall, Arthur D 190
Randall, Marguerite 128, 268
Randall, Phyllis L 128. 252, 258
Randall, Rachel 51
Rankin, Grace T 160
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Rapp, Dorothy M 158, 195
Rasmussen, Bernice E. .74, 227, 230, 264, 266
Rasmussen, Raymond C 74
Rathburn, Eleanor R 128, 276
Rautanen, Neal E 74, 206, 250
Ray, Irene E 74,203
Ray, Lillian J 128
Raymore, Isabella 128, 256
Rector, Rudy 128
Redtnon, Ora A 128
Redmond, Helen L 128, 283, 284
Reeder, Florence J 128
Reese, Hazel 129
Reincke, Dorotha S 129, 276
Reisig, Alex 74, 260
Reisig, Victor 51,232,245,246,260,281
Rench, Walter E 74, 278, 282
Rexford, Marion 74, 283, 284
Reyer, Edna L 129
Reynolds, John L 295
Reynolds, Lorraine M 129, 256
Reynolds, Owen D 129, 277, 295
Reynolds, Vivian 129, 266
Rhodes, Mariam G 129
Ribe, Viola M. 129, 188, 195, 225, 230, 252, 280
Rice, Wilifred T 51,243
Richards, Helen 1 129, 276
Richards, Lucille A 129, 256
Richardson, Dorothy M 129, 276
Richter, Arthur L 74, 232
Ridout, Ethel E 129.195,198,211.
225, 234, 280
Riley, lone M 58,234
Rix, H. Lucille 74
Rix, Helen L 51,225
Robb, Agnes M 269
Roberts, E. Rachel 130, 252
Roberts, Geraldine 130
Roberts, Irene M 130, 264. 273
Roberts, Katherine M 162, 266
Robinson, Doris B 74, 252
Robinson, Leila A 158
Robinson, Olivia C 74, 252
Rockwell, Maude M 270
Roe, Forest H 51, 236, 248, 308
Roelof s, Harriet 162, 266
Rogers, Bernice M 74
Rogers, Frederick J 75, 258, 260
Rohlen, Inez L 130
Romence, William P 130. 245
Rook. Clara E 51, 193. 194, 230, 258
Root, Charles A 130
Rose, Dorothy 1 75
Rosemeier, Ruth M 130,252,254,258
Roth. Clarence F 84, 206
Round, Marie L 130
Roush, Beryl B 166
Roush, Lois T 130. 276
Roush, Mary E 75
Rousseau, Aime J 164
Rowe. Clifford S 167
Rowe, Lura A 130. 234
Rowell, Ethel 130
Rowen, Rosamond C 130
Rowley, H. Edwin 75, 277
Rudberg, Jessie A 131
Ruell, Vivian M 75,283,284,331
Ruggles, Iloe M 51, 245
Ruggles, Warren A 166
Rundio, Eleanor B 131, 276
Rusling, Doris E 270
Russell, Dorothy H 131,276
Russell. Goldie M 131,225,271
Russell, Marion K. ...131,211,227,230,254
Russell, Maxine H 75
Rynbrand, Kryn 75
Rynbrandt, Dorothy M 131, 271
Rynbrandt, Geraldine 131
S
Sack, Thelma R 131
Sager, Harvey 256
Saile. Mildred J 131
Salisbury, Lola 1 131, 276
Salter, Harold 75
Sampson, Ruth B 131, 270
Samuel, Sadyq J 131, 256
Samuelson, Ruth R 132
Sanders, Bob J 163, 206
Sanders, Hazel R 75, 238
Sanderson, Leo E 75, 236
Sanderson, Omar 132, 256
Sapala, Leo R 164, 277
Saunders, Kenneth W 158
Saunders, Mildred E 75
Saxon, Kathryn S 158
Schalm, Alfred. C 75
Scheffler, Natalie 132
Schepers, Marguerite 132, 268
Schick, Mary E 132
Schipper. Dorothy H 132
Schmidt. Josephine M 132,196,230.265
Schmidt, Rose 51
Schmitz. Eugenia E 132, 252, 254
Schoenberg, Frank A 282
Scholm, Alfred 277
Schoonmaker, Allys G 159, 271
Schouten, Margaret J 132
Schrader, Maxine N 132, 268, 276
Schram, Ruth L 132,230
Schreimer, Matilda J 276
Schrier, Nelson W 167
Schrump, Evelyn L 158
Schrump. Henry G 51, 248, 250
Schuring, John H 76, 246, 260
Schutt, Egbert G 52, 236
Schwedler. Carl J 133. 260
Scott, Catherine E 133
Scott, Hester E 76
Scott, Ocole E 76
Scott, Rhea A 133, 285
Scoville, Olga 133, 230. 252
Sebald. Viola K 52.211,230,241,258
Seborg. Herman W 296,302
Sedgman, Charles A 52, 228
Seekamp, Henry C 164, 277
Seeley. De Vere N 133, 262
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Seelig, Lynette H 133
Sergei, Fern C 133,264,267
Severance, Beulah L 165
Sexton, Klda F 76
Seymer, Esther L 159
Seymour. Helen 133, 264, 270, 271
Sharp, La Vern 278
Sharp, Orabelle 133, 275
Sharpe, Olive F 133, 252
Shedina, Carl H 76
Sheldon, Arthur F 84,206,211,220,279
Sheline, Victor 133, 245, 278
Shell, Viva K 52,265
Shepard, Halden E 52
Shepard, Amy L 133, 275
Sherk, Casper F 134
Sherwood, Evelyn A 134, 238, 271
Sherwood, Josephine L 159, 271
Shipp, Neva C 134. 267
Shirkey, Ralph A 163
Shoemaker, Lucille M 134
Shook, Vera B 270
Shulters, Helen 134, 276
Shuravleff, Nick C 166, 281
Sieb, Mabel A 269
Siebert, Anna E. 270
Simpson, Ivan E 134
Simpson, Raymond L 76
Sissala, Julia 134,256
Sissala, Oscar 134, 256
Sisson, Helen L 134
Sixma, Hazel L 134, 276
Skeels, Helen L 76
Skinner, Helen A 76.258
Skory, Leona L 203
Slaby, Robert A 76
Slater, Donna K 267
Slepicka, Charlotte M 165
Sliter, Mildred R 52, 270
Slote, Fanny R 52
Slye, Kathryne 134, 211
Smalley, Arthur B 164
Smith, Anna R 52
Smith, C. William 166
Smith, Caroline J 134, 271
Smith, Charles A 135
Smith, Christina E 158
Smith, Delia M 76,203
Smith, Ellen M 270
Smith, Florence A 135
Smith, Lloyd G 76,250
Smith, Hugh C 52, 245
Smith, J. Towner 52, 248
Smith, Leona 0 284
Smith, Lorena 135, 211
Smith, Myron E 76,250,317
Smith, Pearl H 52
Smith, Thora W 135, 262
Smith, Wayne P 297
Snell, Ardise 1 135, 271
Snow, Carl B 52, 211. 220, 228, 242
Snow, Esther J 77, 262
Snow, Maurice W 53
Snvder, Fern Esther 77
Snyder, Geraldine J 160
Snydcr, Louise A 135
Sobleskey, Louis T 58, 232, 278, 282
Sorr, Helen A 77
Spaulding, Agnes M 135,246,258,267
Spear, Evelyn A 135, 284
Spear, Jane L 53
Spencer, M. Clare 135
Spencer, Gertrude D 77, 252
Spencer, Margaret 1 135
Spencer, Wilma M 135, 262
Spink, Genevieve R 276
Spitler, Helen M 136, 276
Sprau, Louise 53,230,258,260
Sprow, Luella 77, 203
Srackangast, Ella P 77, 252
Stanard, Doris C 53
Stanford, M. Theresa 162. 266
Starring, Ralph C 53. 228
Starring, Robert W 77, 211, 220. 232
Stauffer. Gladys A 77, 265
Steams, Hazel" E 136, 212
Steffey, Virgil A 136
Stein, Josephine 1 84, 230, 267
Stetler, Faye 1 161, 262
Stewart, Florence K 77,216,254
Stewart, Freda M 136
Stewart. Madonna I) 136, 203,205, 227
Stewart. Vivian A 136, 212. 234
Stilec, Charles C. . 136, 232
Stillwell, Elmer D 53,228,246
Stockdale, Dorothy E 136, 276
Stoddard, Lois E 77,252,264
Stoner, Doris A 136
Stratton, G. Russell 77
Streeter, Victor L 136, 245, 279
Striegle, Catherine M 136
Strockis, Alex A 53,250,296,303,310
Stroh, Harriet J 136, 252
Strong, Fred E 77
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